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With a 3MB limit to upload documents, I am trying to find another way to provide the 
referenced material. It would be beneficial for council to have a copy of the referenced 
University of Calgary's Development Assessment and Plan for the Bankview Area 
2018 (60+ MB lots of pictures). Furthermore, councillors may find it reassuring to see 
that damage assessments claimed in the provided document (through this portal) are 
supported by independent third parties (i.e. the $70 000 - $100 000 of potential dam
ages assessed to my property by Wernick Omura Singh Real Estate Valuation and 
Advisory is 7.2MB). Jordan Furness and several other council employees have 
received copies of these documents already in advance. 
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Honorable Counselors, 
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June 7, 2020 

Michael Andreas Hof er 
C.O. Aaron Weinstien 

Rentch Rentals 
#202 - 108 23rd Ave SW 

Calgary, Ab, T2S OJl 

As a necessary representative of 62 apartment units in Bankview with 31 that 
will face direct consequences of the proposed development 74D2020 / LOC2020-0023 we do not 
believe that this development is in the best interests of the community or council. I am owner of 
Bankview Terrace (immediately to the West of the proposed development and Northumberland Place -
walking distance) and this building has been in my family care for more than 40 years. Our opposition 
to this proposed development is based primarily on the following three points: 

1. Height: This proposed five story structure is at least 30% higher than existing maximum heights 
(before plantings on the green roof are considered) and will hurt our revenues and decrease our 
business value through destruction of our downtown views (by going well over long standing height 
restrictions to which our buildings were purpose built to capture). We believe it is unjust, almost a kind 
of theft, to transfer value of one location (a view) to another -particularly once a successful business 
has already been established over many years. To this end the City has tried to be more fair in 
suggesting that height restrictions be lifted for all in the area, and while we appreciate this attempt to be 
fair, do not believe it takes into account: historical architecture, cost of disruption to our business or 
additional cost burdens associated with re-development of an existing, purpose built site. To this end 
we have hired a third party independent consultant "Wernick Omura Real Estate Appraisal Services" to 
give us a reliable number on how much money this propos_ed land re-designation will cost our business 
(see attached report). 74D2020 will immediately cost me from $72000 to $100000 in immediately 
appraised value loss. Short of compensation for our losses, we feel we are being robbed, and have a 
credible legal case. 

2. Density: Ability to social distance matters... No slums. Rich people do not live in high density 
settings. Yes urban sprawl is an acknowledged problem in much of the world and improvements can be 
made. Aware of this ... -unconstrained by geographic barriers of lakes, islands, oceans, mountains or 
forests situated on a high, semi-arid plateau- Calgary "the New West" is relatively rich in space to 
grow. More than other locations, we can afford all our citizens a more egalitarian lifestyle with cleaner 
air and room to move (relative to our more geographically constrained, environmentally sensitive 
eastern or seaboard neighbors). This is our geographical advantage and we shouldn't forget the 
expansive, egalitarian vision of our city's founders. With falling real estate values, decreasing rents, 
high crime, homelessness, heroin, already in our area, we worry about significantly increasing density 
at this time. Given such large buildings in close proximity, it would only take one negligent landlord to 
create serious value loss in the area (too many eggs in one basket?). Despite a short term benefit to the 
economy, over the longer time horizon, excessively high density development (30% over existing 
maximums where current structures are probably 50% - 80%? under existing maximums (an 80-90% 
spread from existing density -this is shock therapy development style?)) will put our location at a 
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disadvantage relative to other competing locations that still enjoy the luxury of nature and more open 
space. To consider optimum density of development for our area we have the U of C/ Bankview 
Environmental Design Report (2018) -the "Bankview Book". This report is provided by a credible, 
independent third party (no possible conflicts of interest), and the proposed density of 74D2020 
structure contravenes recommendations of this study on several metrics (blocks views, displaces 
heritage homes, wrong area for high density development). 74D2020 will hurt our community. 

3. Out of Character with the Neighborhood: Consider the effect on the smaller structures neighboring 
this building. What will those residents experience? The southwestern neighbor's block is not large 
enough to redevelop in proportion to the proposed structure. Neither would it be ideal for the two 
remaining, dwarfed heritage structures to the north. Re-zoning here does not respect the heritage / 
history of the area. If however, a structure was constructed with respect to maximum density under 
existing zoning (such as Bankview Terrace), this will already greatly increase existing density (meeting 
Council targets for increasing density) and is already very profitable (our buildings are successful 
investments -and we hope to keep them this way -with your help). 7 4D2020 goes beyond this and is 
greedy to the detriment of existing community. 

Viewed in isolation, the proposed building is a quality build of steel and concrete that should benefit its 
tenants. It is unfortunate that the developers have not seen fit to take in better historical consideration 
of the existing neighborhood -with equal consideration. Fortunately, we have you fine people in 
Council to fairly weigh this greater scope. Working within existing zoning our buildings ( 4 stories + 
parking) highest density of the immediately surrounding area) are proof that structures within existing 
zoning are profitable, sustainable increases in density (relative to the previous lower density structures) 
over the long term. Under existing zoning, council can meet its objectives of increased density and 
developers can reap profit without the "shock therapy" or litigation of disturbing social fabric, existing 
business or displacing heritage sites. This is a great area, and development here can easily be a win / 
win. 

We wish to remain secure in our ongoing development of Bankview Terrace and Northumberland place 
as Calgary's first and only building biology and permaculture rental sites ( our re-development project 
began in 2019). However if 74D2020 is allowed to go forward this would be demoralizing to our 
community and current best effort at recapitalization. If existing community is not heard and local 
zoning is so easily lost to large and fast development, it could shed question the fairness and security of 
ongoing real estate investment in Calgary, particularly the Beltline. Effort would be wasted seeking 
compensation rather than improving infrastructure. Furthermore, there is no need for 74D2020, existing 
zoning is more than adequate to meet both council and developer objectives. 74D2020 is wrong, but 
the location is great and we can be patiently confident that something great happens. There is every 
reason for optimism and ability to expect a mutually beneficial result. 

Caring about our community, wanting to help our neighbors and council in long term success, we only 
want to encourage mutually beneficial development. If one story was removed from the proposed 
structure, it would be a huge improvement. The developer's architects should be able to do this quickly 
and at low cost. As such, to be fair to all involved, the decision should be clear. Drop this a story and 
the neighbors will likely be far more supportive. Thank you kindly for your time and consideration. 

Yours truly, 

Dr. Michael Andreas Hofer 
B.Sc. (physics), B.H.Sc. (Acu), AACMA 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL W t~!S[ISA8A~~ ~ Ai~1~9H 
Michael Hofer 
2315 15 Street SW 
Calgary, Alberta T2T 321 

Attention: Mr. Michael Hofer 

June 8, 2020 
File No.:10120246 

Re: Apartment Building, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 
In accordance with your authorization, I have completed a Commercial Appraisal Report for the 
above referenced property. The subject property is 1983 built, concrete constructed, 4-storey 
apartment building. It is located along 15 Street SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the Bankview, 
Calgary, Alberta. The subject property comprises 31 two bedrooms suites, mixed of single-level style 
and split levels style, and some units on second floors and third floors contain city view. The 
improvement is situated on a 0.77-acre site zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground 
Oriented, which is primarily for townhouses and fourplexes. 

The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the Current Market Value and Diminution in Value based 
on a rental loss (loss in views} because of a proposed new multi-residential development to the east. 
The intended use of this appraisal is to provide Michael Hofer with the information for Dispute 
Purposes. Unauthorized use of the data, analyses, and conclusions presented in this report is strictly 
prohibited. 

Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have formed 
the opinion that as at June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions contained 
herein, the subject property has a Market Value of: 

FIVE MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,900,000) 

Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have formed 
the opinion that as at June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions contained 
herein, the subject property has a Diminution in Value of: 

SIXTY FIVE THOUSAND TO NINETY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($65,000 TO $90,000)* 

*The diminution marlcet value of the subject property is based on a hypothetical condition that the building across the street is 
100¾ complete and the resulting loss of city view In some suites. 

This appraisal complies with the reporting requirements set forth in the Canadian Standards of The 
Appraisal Institute of Canada. The information contained within the report is specific to the needs of the 
client and for the stated intended use. Wernick Omura is not responsible for the unauthorized use of 
this report. 

Respectfully submitted, 
WERNICK OMURA INC. 

Jiabai Li, AIC Candidate, B.Sc, M.Sc 
Real Estate Appraiser 
Inspection Date: Did not inspect 
Effective Date: June 2, 2020 
RECA licensed 09/20 

Sanjit Singh, ... B.C m, I, P.App, MRICS 
'--- . 

Real Estate Appraiser 
Inspection: June 4, 2020 
June 2, 2020 
RECA licensed 09/20 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY W t~\NJ£f'$A8A~O~ ~! Ai!.t~ ~ H 

~mJ$F~A8A~O~~~AD~l~~ H 
ww w. we rn i c komura .co m 

SANJJT SINGH B . Comm. AACI . P.App. 1\1 RI CS 

Senior Real Estate Appraiser/Expert Witness 

PROFILE 
Dynamic and crealive ProJect lcacler. Valuat ion consult,1nL backecl by a cJeclicaLeci team that have 

ach1ever1 significant intemat1onal success in the Real EsLate Industry over the past 12 ymrs SanjiL 

is the p1esiclent ofWe111ick OI11ura S111gl1 Inc p1ov1di11g relialile. ti111ely a11cl insigl11ful valuaLio11s 

across sI.< primary asset classes. land. o ffice, retail, industrial. mult1 -fam1ly properties and 

eciuirrnenl Spcicirilcy valuat ions include going conce, n vall 1at1ons, cu1washcs. gas stal1ons. liquor 
stores, and subdivision developn,em We have bott-1 Local ,,ncJ Nationa l clients 

HIGHLIGHTS 
Pr es icient of Wem,ck O111ura Singh lncorpo, at ion 

Pres,tlent of Appraisal lnst,tuLc of Canada - Alberta (20111 - 20 16) 

Af)pra ,sal lnst ,[Ute of Canada, IN THI' Ml'DIA. SANJll Sll~GH 

http://www.connectedtoeducation ca/ConnectorsNideo.aspx?pd=83 

rrope1 ty Value ln[erview Community of Bearspaw 

http:1/www youtube,comlwarch?v=M2e3mvBF7v4 

/\ L EX PE RI CNCE 

Real Estale Advisory 
Wernick Omura Singh 

~006 - preselll 

• ,i\p()1 aised an extensive and diverse I ange of I esidenlial c~nd commer cial propert ies, inc lud ing 
Retail, Industrial, Olfice; l11gt1 , Ise r,,sicJemial conclominiums, apa, Lmem bu 1lcJ Ings, mixecJ use 

developmenrs, vacant lancl, hypothet ical valuations ancl proposed improvements valuation of 

rea l estate cornclors, right ol ways, fcas1b1l1ty studies on senior-scare facilities, going concern 

valuations all rypes 

• i'rov,ded consulting services to clients in Highest ancl E:lest Use Ana lysis, taxiltion services, 

frncclosures ancl mht'r lega l m.:1tteIs 

• Expert witness ,n legal matters, arbitration appraisal experience with court appeaI·ances, 

including lcusc dispuws a11d foreclosure expertise 

• Expert In spec ialty assignments-expropriation. contaminated sites. subd1v1sion analysis. 

1ncom1.: pr ocJuc1ng pr opcrtI cs. lc1 ascd Fee, fce1 s1rnp l~. leaseho ld interest va !uurions, t~nd 
fea sibi lity sLud,es 

• Ut ,lizecl Discounted Cash Flows (Presents Va lue Ana lysis). Stab1l1zed Cash Flow Ana l,sis, Direct 

CompJrison Appro;ich, Income Appro;ich, Ground Rcllt Cc,pit,1l1,at ion, Subdivision 

Development Analysis 

• Markel Research, Fc,1s,biliLy Studies 

• lvlacl11nery ancJ Equ,pmenr Valuorron 

• Building Co11d1tron Reports 

PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Alberta Board of Direaors 
Calgary Directors 

President Elect 
President, Appraisal Institute of Canada - Alberta 

Oversight of BoarcJ of Direc1ors ( I 0) 

Implementation of St rategic Plan 

2010 - Present 

2010 - 20 12 

2012 - 2014 

201 S · 2017 

Lobbied Government boclies to become StakeholcJe1s io1 Real EsLate Rel,a[ecl Legislat ion 

Alber La repr~Sf:'rllclli vt~ 10 the Nat ional Board of Dir c•c Lors ,JS olJse1v(::'r 

National Communications Committee - Appraisal Institute of Canada 20 16 • P1esent 

Collaboration with Com mittee in innovauve mori<eting ideos ,rnplemented nc1t1onolly 

Direct inpu t on local ancl n,ition,I ,n,11atIves 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PROPERTY INFORMATION 
Property Type 

Improvement Size (SF) 

Number of Buildings 

Number of Stories 

Year Built 

VALUE CONCLUSION 
Final Value Estimate 

Effective Date 

Value per Suite 

Capitalization Rate 

Apartment Building 

33,938 

1 

3 

1980 

$5,900,000 

Tuesday, June 2, 2020 

$190,323 

5.00% 

DIRECT COMPARISON APPROACH 
Concluded Unit Value Range 

Unit Value 

Unit of Comparison 

Number of Suites 

Value by DCA 

ROUNDED 

INCOME APPROACH 
Market Rent (Range) 

Vacancy/Collect Loss Rate(%) 

Net Operating Income 

Overall Capitalization Rate (%) 

Value by Income Approach 

ROUNDED 

$182,722 to $215,909 

$185,000 

Price per Suite 

31 

$5,735,000 

$5,700,000 

$15,948 

4.00% 

$293,351 

5.00% 

$5,867,000 

$5,900,000 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1b 
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Sub-Market 

Site Size (SF) 

Land Use 

Owner 

VALUATION SUMMARY 
Direct Comparison Approach 

Income Approach 

Cost Approach 

Dimunition of Value 

DIMUNITION OF VALUE 
Value of View 

Minimum loss in View 

Maximum loss in view 

Value Loss Yearly 

Capitalization Rate 

Capitalized Loss in Value 

Bankview 

33,443 

M -CGdlll 

Michael Andreas Hofer 

$5,700,000 

$5,900,000 

N/A 
$65,000 to $90,000 

$75 

30% 

40% 

$3,240 to $4,500 

5% 

$65,000 to $90,000 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 5 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Wt~J,~~A8,\TI OA~~~,9H 
SALIENT FACTS 
Property Name 
Property Address 
Prop. Legal Description 
Property Type 

Property Tax Roll No. 
Assessments & Taxes 
Ownership/Sales History 
Owner of Record 
Sale History 

Appraisal Information 
Date of the Report 
Effective Date 
Property Rights Appraised 
Estimated Exposure 
Time & Marketing Period 

Site Discussion 

Improvements Data 
Building Data 

Tenants/Building 
Occupancy 

Bankview Terrace 
2315 15 Street SW Calgary Alberta T2T 321 
Plan 9611681, Unit 1 to 31 
Property Type Apartment Building 
Market Building Class B 
Construction Type Concrete 
No. of Buildings 1 
No. of Stories 3 
Multiple units, see Section 3.9 for details 
Multiple units, see Section 3.9 for details 

Michael Andreas Hofer 
The subject property was transferred as settlement of estate 
under a value of opinion at $9,742,000 

June 8, 2020 
June 2, 2020 
Leased Fee Interest 
3 to 6 months 

Gross 
The subject site comprises 0. 77 acres, located along 15 Street 
SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the Bankview, Calgary, 
Alberta. It is zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual 
Ground Oriented, which is primarily for townhouses and 
fourplexes. The site contains Calgary Skyline city views. 

Gross Building Area 31 Suites/33,938 square feet 
Actual Age 40 
Year Built 1980 
Total Economic Life 50 
Year Renovated Routine regularly 
Effective Age 15 
Remaining Life 35 
Tenants 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 6 
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2.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE W t~tNJSEKA8A~O~ ~! A~us~ 9H 
2.1 SUBJECT PROPERTY 

The subject property is 1983 built, concrete constructed, 4-storey apartment building. It is located 
along 15 Street SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the Bankview, Calgary, Alberta. The 
subject property comprises 31 two bedrooms suites, mixed of single-level style and split levels 
style, and some units on second floors and third floors contain city view. The improvement is 
situated on a 0.77-acre site zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented, 
which is primarily for townhouses and fourplexes. 

2.2 INTENDED USE OF THE REPORT 

The intended use of this appraisal is to provide Michael Hofer with the Current Market Value and 
Diminution in Value based on a rental loss (loss in views) because of a proposed new multi
residential development to the east for Dispute Purposes. Unauthorized use of the data, analyses, 
and conclusions presented in this report is strictly prohibited. 

2.3 PURPOSE OF THE ASSIGNMENT 

The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the Current Market Value and Diminution in Value 
based on a rental loss (loss in views) because of a proposed new multi-residential development 
to the east of the subject property. 

2.4 PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED 

The valuation of real property includes both physical real estate and rights that one or more 
individuals, partnerships, or corporations may have or contemplate having in the ownership or 
use of land and improvements. Special attention is given to any limitations of ownership rights, 
such as easements, encroachments, liens, or leases. The various rights and interests are 
defined as follows 

The property rights appraised in this report are that of Leased Fee Interest 

A LEASED FEE INTEREST is defined as: 

'~s absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to the 
limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, expropriation, police power and 
escheat." 

Source: The Appraisal of Real Estate, Second Canadian Edition. P Glossary.10 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 7 
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2.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE W ~lY; !,~ ~A8i~~ ~! AiU;J ~ H 
2.5 DEFINITION OF VALUE 

The value of the property determined in this report is Market Value, which is defined as: 

"The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under 
all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this 
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller 
to buyer under conditions whereby: 

1.) Buyer and seller are typically motivated; 
2.) Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their 

own best interests; 
3.) A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 
4.) Payment is made in terms of cash in Canadian dollars or in terms of financial 

arrangements comparable thereto; and 
5.) The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special 

or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale." 

Source: CUSPAP 

2.6 EFFECTIVE DATE OF VALUE 

The Effective Date of valuation is June 2, 2020. 

2.7 SCOPE 

The scope of this appraisal refers to the extent of the process of collecting, confirming, and 
reporting data and summarized the following: 

Inspection and Identification of the property and comparables 

The subject property was inspected on June 2, 2020, by Sanjit Singh. Jiabai Li prepared the 
appraisal report; Sanjit Singh provided significant professional assistance and review. 

The identification of the property also involved a review of mapping prepared by the City of 
Calgary and included a review of the existing and historic certificates of title, and municipal 
assessment and tax information, as of June 2, 2020. 

Type of Analysis 

The approaches as applied within this report as of June 2, 2020, were investigated as to their 
relevance to this assignment, including a review of market data necessary to apply these 
approaches properly. In this, Direct Comparison Approach and Income Approach were 
employed. 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 8 
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2.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE w~~ t$J$A8~L~ ~{ A~~t~~ ~H 
Data Research 

We received instructions from Michael Hofer in the preparation of this report. Publications 
produced by the City of Calgary provided information on applicable land use controls. Sources 
of market evidence included, as appropriate, the RealNet, Commercial Edge, local real estate 
board, Land Titles Office transactions, real estate agent, vendors and purchasers active in the 
market. 

Audits and Technical Investigation 

We did not complete technical investigation such as: 

• Detailed inspections or engineering review of the structure, roof or mechanical 
• An environmental review of the property; 
• A site or building survey; 
• Investigations into the bearing qualities of the soils; or 
• Audits of financial and legal arrangements reported by the client of leases 

Verification of Third Party Information: The analysis set out in this report relied on written, and 
verbal information obtained from a variety of sources considered reliable. Unless otherwise 
stated herein, there was no verification of client-supplied information, which was believed to be 
correct. 

File No. 10120246, 231515 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 9 
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lATERNICKOM GH V V kE.AL ESTATE Vi\LUI\TIO RY 

2.8 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 

The certification that appears in this report is subject to compliance with the Personal 
Information and Electronics Documents Act (PIPEDA), Canadian Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice ("CUSPAP") and the following conditions (CUSPAP 6.2.9 -
"Mandatory Clauses - Assumptions, limiting conditions, Disclaimers and Limitations of Liability): 

1. This report is prepared only for the client and authorized users specifically identified in this 
report and only for the specific use identified herein. No other person may rely on this report 
or any part of this report without first obtaining consent from the client and written 
authorization from the authors. Liability is expressly denied to any other person and, 
accordingly, no responsibility is accepted for any damage suffered by any other person as a 
result of decisions made or actions taken based on this report. Liability is expressly denied 
for any unauthorized user or for anyone who uses this report for any use not specifically 
identified in this report. The payment of the appraisal fee has no effect on liability. Reliance 
on this report without authorization or for unauthorized use is unreasonable. 

2. Because market conditions, including economic, social and political factors, may change 
rapidly and, on occasion, without warning, this report cannot be relied upon as of any date 
other than the effective date specified in this report unless specifically authorized by the 
author(s). 

3. The author will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property 
being appraised or the title to it. The property is appraised on the basis of it being under 
responsible ownership. No registry office search has been performed and the author 
assumes that the title is good and marketable and free and clear of all encumbrances. 
Matters of a legal nature, including confirming who holds legal title to the appraised property 
or any portion of the appraised property, are outside the scope of work and expertise of the 
appraiser. Any information regarding the identity of a property's owner or identifying the 
property owned by the listed client and/or applicant provided by the appraiser is for 
informational purposes only and any reliance on such information is unreasonable. Any 
information provided by the appraiser does not constitute any title confirmation. Any 
information provided does not negate the need to retain a real estate lawyer, surveyor or 
other appropriate experts to verify matters of ownership and/or title. 

4. Verification of compliance with governmental regulations, bylaws or statutes is outside the 
scope of work and expertise of the appraiser. Any information provided by the appraiser is 
for informational purposes only and any reliance is unreasonable. Any information provided 
by the appraiser does not negate the need to retain an appropriately qualified professional 
to determine government regulation compliance. 

5. No survey of the property has been made. Any sketch in this report shows approximate 
dimensions and is included only to assist the reader of this report in visualizing the property. 
It is unreasonable to rely on this report as an alternative to a survey, and an accredited 
surveyor ought to be retained for such matters. 

6. This report is completed on the basis that testimony or appearance in court concerning this 
report is not required unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand. 
Such arrangements will include, but not necessarily be limited to: adequate time to review 
the report and related data and the provision of appropriate compensation. 

7. Unless otherwise stated in this report, the author has no knowledge of any hidden 
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unapparent conditions (including, but not limited to: its soils, physical structure, mechanical 
or other operating systems, foundation, etc.) of/on the subject property or of/on a 
neighbouring property that could affect the value of the subject property. It has been 
assumed that there are no such conditions. Any such conditions that were visibly apparent 
at the time of inspection or that became apparent during the normal research involved in 
completing the report have been noted in the report. This report should not be construed as 
an environmental audit or detailed property condition report, as such reporting is beyond the 
scope of this report and/or the qualifications of the author. The author makes no guarantees 
or warranties, express or implied, regarding the condition of the property, and will not be 
responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might 
be required to discover whether such conditions exist. The bearing capacity of the soil is 
assumed to be adequate. 

8. The author is not qualified to comment on detrimental environmental, chemical or biological 
conditions that may affect the market value of the property appraised, including but not 
limited to pollution or contamination of land, buildings, water, groundwater or air which may 
include but are not limited to moulds and mildews or the conditions that may give rise to 
either. Any such conditions that were visibly apparent at the time of inspection or that 
became apparent during the normal research involved in completing the report have been 
noted in the report. It is an assumption of this report that the property complies with all 
regulatory requirements concerning environmental, chemical and biological matters, and it is 
assumed that the property is free of any detrimental environmental, chemical legal and 
biological conditions that may affect the market value of the property appraised. If a party 
relying on this report requires information about or an assessment of detrimental 
environmental, chemical or biological conditions that may impact the value conclusion 
herein, that party is advised to retain an expert qualified in such matters. The author 
expressly denies any legal liability related to the effect of detrimental environmental, 
chemical or biological matters on the market value of the property. 

9. The analyses set out in this report relied on written and verbal information obtained from a 
variety of sources the author considered reliable. Unless otherwise stated herein, the author 
did not verify client-supplied information, which the author believed to be correct. 

10. The term "inspection" refers to observation only as defined by CUSPAP and reporting of the 
general material finishing and conditions observed for the purposes of a standard appraisal 
inspection. The inspection scope of work includes the identification of marketable 
characteristics/amenities offered for comparison and valuation purposes only. 

11. The opinions of value and other conclusions contained herein assume satisfactory 
completion of any work remaining to be completed in a good and workmanlike manner. 
Further inspection may be required to confirm the completion of such work. The author has 
not confirmed that all mandatory building inspections have been completed to date, nor has 
the availability/issuance of an occupancy permit been confirmed. The author has not 
evaluated the quality of construction, workmanship or materials. It should be clearly 
understood that this visual inspection does not imply compliance with any building code 
requirements, as this is beyond the professional expertise of the author. 

12. The contents of this report are confidential and will not be disclosed by the author to any 
party except as provided for by the provisions of the CUSPAP and/or when properly entered 
into evidence of a duly qualified judicial or quasi-judicial body. The author acknowledges 
that the information collected herein is personal and confidential and shall not use or 
disclose the contents of this report except as provided for in the provisions of the CUSPAP 
and in accordance with the author's privacy policy. The client agrees that in accepting this 
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report, it shall maintain the confidentiality and privacy of any personal information contained 
herein and shall comply in all material respects with the contents of the author's privacy 
policy and in accordance with the PIPEDA. 

13. The author has agreed to enter into the assignment as requested by the client named in this 
report for the use specified by the client, which is stated in this report. The client has agreed 
that the performance of this report and the format are appropriate for the intended use. 

14. This report, its content and all attachments/addendums and their content are the property of 
the author. The client, authorized users and any appraisal facilitator are prohibited, strictly 
forbidden, and no permission is expressly or implicitly granted or deemed to be granted, to 
modify, alter, merge, publish (in whole or in part) screen scrape, database scrape, exploit, 
reproduce, decompile, reassemble or participate in any other activity intended to separate, 
collect, store, reorganize, scan, copy, manipulate electronically, digitally, manually or by any 
other means whatsoever this appraisal report, addendum, all attachments and the data 
contained within for any commercial, or others, use. 

15. If transmitted electronically, this report will have been digitally signed. Due to the possibility 
of digital modification, only originally signed reports and those reports sent directly by the 
author could be reasonably relied upon. 

16. This report form is the property of the Wernick Omura Inc (WOI). and for use those 
approved by WOI. Use by any other person is a violation of WOI copyright. 

17. Where the intended use of this report is for financing or mortgage lending or mortgage 
insurance, it is a condition of reliance on this report that the authorized user has or will 
conduct lending, underwriting and insurance underwriting and rigorous due diligence in 
accordance with the standards of a reasonable and prudent lender or insurer, including but 
not limited to ensuring the borrower's demonstrated willingness and capacity to service 
his/her debt obligations on a timely basis, and to conduct loan underwriting or insuring due 
diligence similar to the standards set out by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial 
Institutions (OSFI), even when not otherwise required by law. Liability is expressly denied to 
those that do not meet this condition. Any reliance on this report without the satisfaction of 
this condition is unreasonable. 

18. The values and opinions contained in this report are based on market conditions as at the 
time (effective date) of this report. This report does not provide a prediction of future values. 
In the event of market instability and/or disruption, values and opinions may change rapidly, 
and such potential future events have NOT been considered in this report. As this report 
does not and cannot consider any changes to the property or market conditions after the 
effective date, clients and intended users are cautioned in relying on the report after the 
effective date noted herein. 

Hypothetical Conditions / Extraordinary Assumptions / Jurisdictional Exceptions 

The potential diminution market value of the subject property is based on a hypothetical 
condition that the building across the street is 100% complete and the resulting loss of city view 
in some suites. 
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3.1 NATIONAL MARKET OVERVIEW 

As of the date of this report, Global Health Authorities are dealing with unprecedented measures 
in dealing with the Coronavirus pandemic. The duration of this event is unknown, and while 
there is potential to more long terms effects on economics and the real estate market, it is not 
possible to predict such impacts as of the effective date of this appraisal. An Appraisal is a point 
in time estimate, which is based on historic sales, prior to the effective date of the appraisal. 
World Governments have provided stimulus, although it is too early to tell the long-term effects. 
It is not possible to determine any point in time effects to value. 

Canada has the world's 38th largest population and the world's second largest landmass. The 
country's population is dispersed among 10 provinces and 3 territories, with nearly 90% of its 
people living within 160 kilometers of the United States Border. Canada consistently receives a 
top fifteen Human Development Index ranking and a top twenty ranking for GDP (nominal) per 
capita. 

Canada's economy consistently receives a top twelve world ranking. International trade makes 
up a large part of Canada's economy, with the United States as its largest trading partner, 
followed by the European Union and China. Key Canadian exports include petroleum, 
automobiles and auto parts, precious metals, machinery including computers, wood, electrical 
machinery, aircraft and spacecraft, pharmaceuticals and aluminum. More recently, Canada's 
high knowledge industries of manufacturing, business services, engineering and computer and 
management services have received a top ten global knowledge economy ranking from the 
World Bank Institute. 

Economic Indicators 2016 2017 ~ 2019 2020 2021 
Real GDP (2:007 S millions) 1,796,178 1,843,676 '1,878,769 1,913,310 1,948,248 1,980,857 

percentage change 1.5 2.6 1.9 1.8 1.8 1. 7 

Total employment (OOOs) 18,083 18,341 18,5·12 18,697 18,879 19,066 

percentage change 0.7 1.4 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Unemployment rate (~•) 7.0 6.6 6.4 6.3 6.1 6.0 

Personal Income per Capita (S) 46,214 47.257 48,508 49,807 51,117 52,497 

Populati,on (OOOs) 36_,229 36,464 37,026 37,403 37,776 38,148 

percentage change 1. 1 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Singl•e-family housing starts 

74.1 B2.5 76.8 73.6 73.0 725 
(OOOsJ 
Multi-family housing starts 

123.8 128.7 117.6 117.2 116.4 115.8 
1000s) 
Retail Sales (S millions) 550,793 582,604 596,405 609,550 623,236 636,188 

percentage chaf1ge 5.1 5.8 2.4 2.2 2.2 2. 1 

CPI, (bHe year: 2:002=1,0) 1.284 1.307 1.334 1.362 1.39 1.419 

percentage cha!7ge 1.4 1.9 2.0 22 2.1 2.1 
Melropolllan Outlook 1: Economic Insights Into 13 Canadian Metropolitan Economies - Fall 2017. Ottawa: The Conference Board of Canada, 2017. 
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Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures economic output and is used to determine the overall 
size of an economy. GDP growth is generated through technological advancements, a growing 
workforce, and increased capital investments. Negative growth in GDP sees high levels of 
unemployment and a decreased standard of living. 

Canada's GDP Growth Rate: 

The Canadian economy 
advanced 0.1 percent on 
quarter in the three 
months to December 
2019, easing from a 0.3 
percent expansion in the 
previous period. It was 
the weakest growth rate 
since Q2 2016, when the 
economy shrank 0.5 
percent, amid several 
factors including pipeline 
shutdowns, unfavourable 

Jan 2017 Jul 2017 Jan 2018 Jul 2018 

1.2 

0.9 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 
0.J 

0.2 

Jan 2019 Jul 2019 Jan 2020 

SOURCl TRt,(JlflG[COUOJ,'.l(S (Of.\ Sl:,TISTICS CJ..l!IIDA 

harvest conditions, rail transportation strikes and impacts from the United Auto Workers' strike in 
the US. Growth slowed mainly due to business investment (-0.8% vs 2% in Q3), as spending in 
machinery & equipment fell for the 3rd straight period (-3.6%), namely aircraft & other 
transportation equipment (-10.5%) and trucks & buses (-10.9%); and external trade, as export 
fell 1.3% and import decreased a softer 0.6%. Meanwhile, household consumption rose 0.5 
percent, the same as in Q3. Expressed at an annualized rate, real GDP rose 0.3 percent in Q4, 
after expanding a downwardly revised 1.1 percent. Considering full 2019, the economy grew 1.6 
percent, slowing from a 2 percent expansion in 2018. (Trading Economics, 2020) 

Interest Rates: 

The interest rate in Canada dropped to 1.25 percent at the beginning of March in 2020, bringing 
the rate to borrow to its lowest since June 2018. According to the econometric models of 
Trading Economics, the interest rate in Canada is expected to stand at 0.50 in 12-months' time. 
It is projected to trend around 0. 75 percent in 2021, back to 1.25 in 2022 . 

SE 

,, '),] 
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Iii 
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Unemployment: 

The unemployment rate in 
Canada rose marginally to 5.6 
percent in February of 2020 from 
5.5 percent in the previous 
month and matching market 

5.2 
Apr2019 Jul 20 !9 Oct2019 Jan2020 expectations, the economy 

sou•c, n -,011 ,G[co110,.-.,cuo,, s,:.nsncs c""'·"" added 30.3 thousand jobs, 

beating forecasts of a 10 thousand increase. In February, the overall youth unemployment rate 
was unchanged at 10.3% (Trading Economics, 2020). 
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3.2 ALBERTA PROVINCIAL MARKET OVERVIEW 

Chart 1: Investment to fuel growth in domestic demand 
Contribution to Change in Alberta Real GDP by Expenditure 

(percentage 
points) 

15 

10 

5 

0 

-5 

- Exports Total Domestic Demand' 

- Imports -Real GDP(% Change) 

-
Sources: Statistics Canada, Haver Analytics and Alberta Treasury Board and Finance; 

a-estimate, f-forecast 
• Includes total household, business, and government spending 

Alberta's economy is expected to 
regain its footing in 2020. Real GDP 
is forecast to grow 2.5 percent and 
surpass pre-recession levels. This 
follows a period of weakness in 
2019 when provincial economic 
activity stagnated amid pipeline 
delays and a slowdown in the 
global economy, and real GDP 
failed to gain ground. The 
turnaround in the economy in 2020 
will be led by exports and supported 
by a rebound in capital spending 
(Chart 1 ). Investment outside oil 
and gas extraction remains a bright 
spot and will continue to advance 
this year. The sentiment is 
improving in the energy sector amid 
easing production constraints and 

additional takeaway capacity from pipeline debottlenecking and expanding crude by rail 
shipments. Oil production is set to rebound in 2020 and drive growth in Alberta's exports. Oil 
and gas investment is anticipated to finally turn a corner, with companies expected to spend an 
additional $1.5 billion. Consumer spending is also forecast to improve, supported by 
employment gains and a growing population (Alberta Budget, 2020). 

Unemployment in Alberta: 

Apr 2015 to Apr 2020 

2C15 20!7 ,_ 

12 

1900 1'il85 1990 1995 

llil.3 

,WO '"'" 2010 

Jul :C:iO 

Alberta's unemployment rate 
was one of the highest in the 
country in April as measures 
are taken to slow the spread of 
COVI D-19 forced many non
essential businesses to close 
temporarily, devastating the 
economy. New numbers 
released by Statistics Canada 
show the jobless rate in the 
province spiked to 13.4 per cent 
in April from 8. 7 per cent the 
month before. 

The unemployment rate in the 
province was at 7.2% in 

"'""''" '"''"'"""·"' "'°'" ·'""''·'- "~'-,"~'"""" _,,., '° '"'"' ""'"..-.""'""'"'''""'"' 0
""'''""'"·" February of 2020, according to 

Stats Canada. This rate, unchanged from February of the previous year is 1.6% higher than the 
national rate. 

Employment opportunities are expected to increase in the province alongside the turnaround in 
business investment. Goods sector employment, which struggled in 2019, is expected to see 
some improvement as drilling and construction activity in the province ramps up. This, along 
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with continued gains in the service sector, will buoy employment growth of 1.4 percent in 2020, 
up from 0.5 percent in 2019 {Chart 13). Over the medium term, employment growth is expected 
to accelerate to 2.1 percent as strengthening business investment and household spending 
drive Alberta's economic expansion {Alberta Budget, 2020). 

With employment advancing this year, the unemployment rate is expected to edge down after 
moving higher at the end of 2019. Unemployment among young workers {1524 age group), 
particularly males, jumped last year amid subdued drilling and construction activity. This is in 
contrast to prime aged workers {2554 age group), whose unemployment rate averaged below 
six percent. This year, employment among young workers is expected to get some support from 
a modest improvement in energy and construction activity. This will help bring down the 
headline unemployment rate to 6.7 percent. 

Population Growth in Alberta: 

As of July 1st, 2019, the population of Alberta was 4,371,316 million. Alberta's population growth 
continues to pick up. Strong immigration and solid natural increase lifted population growth to 
1.6 percent in the 2019 census year, the highest annual rate since 2014. Immigration will 
continue to be the dominant driver of growth. Higher federal immigration targets are expected to 
lead to more immigrants coming into the province, which will support labour force growth in the 
coming years. As the province with the youngest population, Alberta also has the highest growth 
due to natural increase among provinces. These factors, along with relatively modest gains in 
net interprovincial migration, will support population growth of 1.6 percent in the 2020 census 
year. 

Over the medium term, Alberta's population growth is projected to accelerate in tandem with 
economic activity and a strengthening labour market {Chart 15). Net interprovincial migration is 

Chart 15: Natural increase and immigration drive population growth 
Annual Change in Alberta Population by Component 

(thousands) Natural Increase (Left) - Net International (Left) (%) 

120 
- Net lnterprovincial (Left) - Population Growth (Right) 3.0 
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Sources: Statistics Canada and Alberta Treasury Board and Finance; a-estimate, f-forecast 
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forecast to increase to around 
25,000 by 2023. Established 
immigrant streams tend to be 
self-perpetuating-, and the 
province's current share of 
national immigrants (13 
percent) is expected to 
increase gradually over time. 
Higher average incomes and 
a lower cost of living 
compared with other parts of 
Canada should also help the 
province attract people from 
across the country. This, 
combined with a strong 
natural increase, will help 
boost population growth to 2.0 
percent by 2023. 
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3.3 CALGARY 

The subject property is near the City of 
Calgary, and we have provided the 
Calgary overview. Calgary is located at 
the crossroads of the main 
transportation corridors in southern 
Alberta. Calgary is +120 kilometers (75 
miles) east of the Continental Divide and 
260 kilometers (161 miles) north of the 
American border. At an altitude of 1,048 
meters (3,438 feet) above sea level, it is 
the second largest Canadian city in 
terms of area, encompassing 721 
square kilometers (278 square miles). 

Population of Calgary: 

According to the 2019 Civic 
Census the population of 
Calgary is 1,285,711 million. 
This is an increase of 18,367 or 
1.45% from the 2018 
population of 1,267,344 million. 
The median age of Calgarians 
is a young 37 .2 years (Annual 
Demographic Estimates, 
Statistics Canada, February 
2020). According to Census 
2016 results, Calgary has the 
youngest population of major 
cities in Canada, with 70.2 per 
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Historical Total Population - Calgary CMA & Calgary ER 
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cent of the population between "~·" ,,. . .,,. ,="'"" 

the ages of 15 to 64. As the city's population grows over the next few years, the proportion of 
toddlers and preschoolers is expected to stay about the same, teenagers will decline slightly, 
while the ratio of seniors is set to increase. 
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Economic outlook of Calgary: 

GDP Historical & Forecast - Calgary CMA 
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Annual GDP per 
Capita - Calgary CMA 

. $84,630 
nl018 

Calgary is home to diverse 
industries including 
agribusiness, transportation and 
logistics, 
energy, financial services, 
health and life sciences and 
creative industries. Over the last 
20 
years, Canada's growth in GDP 
and its GDP growth per capita 
has been one of the fastest 
among G7 countries, and 
Calgary has driven much of the 
economic growth nationally. 
With a young and highly 

educated population, rich history of innovators and entrepreneurs, a cluster of corporate head 
offices, competitive business environment and exceptional quality of life; Calgary's GDP 
recovered to beyond pre-recession levels, to more than $120 billion in 2017, and has 
outperformed other Canadian cities by roughly 20 percent during the last 20 years. We 
consistently post the highest level of economic output per person in Canada (approx. $73,000 in 
2017) and the highest labour participation rate. 

Unemployment in Calgary: 

According to the City of Calgary's labour market review, the unemployment rate for the city is 
7.2%. This is 1.6% higher than the national unemployment rate but on par with the provincial 
rate of 7.2%. 

Unemployment Rates Comparison 
Calgary Economic Region 

February 2019 

Average Wage Rate 
Calgary Census Metropolitan Area 

from February 2019 

3.2% 

t1 
Hourly Weekly 

7.4% 

2.7% 

vs. February 2020 

*Calgary 7.2% 

Alberta 7.2% 

Canada 1 ' 5.6% 
' ' 

Employment Insurance 
Calgary Census Metropolitan Area 

Dec. 2019 • 15,870 
recipients 

.. 1.9% 
from Dec. 2018 

Source: City of Calgary Labour Market Review - February 2020 
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3.4 SITE DESCRIPTION 
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Property Description 
Property Name 
Property Address 
Property Neighborhood 
LINC 
Legal Description 
Zoning/Land Use 
Assessment & Tax 
Ownership/Sales History 

CPC2020-0456 
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Bankview Terrace 
2315 15 Street SW, Calgary Alberta T2T 321 
Bankview 
Multiple units, see Section 3. 7 for details 
Plan 9611681, Unit 1 to 31 
M-CGd111 
Multiple units, see Section 3.7 for details 

Owner of Record Michael Andreas Hofer 
Sale History of the Last Three The subject property was transferred as settlement of 
Years (CUSPAS required) estate under a value of opinion at $9,742,000 
Encumbrances Multiple titles not check 
Services 
Ingress/Egress 

Topography 

Environmental Concerns 
Utilities 

Land Area 

Shape 
Dimension 
Site Discussion 

Appraisal Information 
Date of the Report 
Effective Date of the Appraisal 
Property Rights Appraised 
Flood Hazard 
Adjacent Properties 
North 
West 
South 
East 

Accesses are available from 15 Street SW, 22 and 23 
Avenue SW 
The site is slope down from south to north. We cannot 
observe drainage problems, and it is assumed that there 
will be no issues. 
No known concern 
The sites are fully serviced, including electricity, potable 
water, storm draina e, natural as etc. 

Land (SF) Land (Acres) 
Gross 33,443 0.77 
Irregular 
300X110 
The subject site comprises 0.77 acres, located along 15 
Street SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the 
Bankview, Calgary, Alberta. It is zoned M-CGd111 Multi
Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented, which is 
primarily for townhouses and fourplexes. The site contains 
Calgary Skyline city views. 

June 8, 2020 
June 2, 2020 
Leased Fee Interest 
No 

22 Avenue SW/apartments 
Apartments 
23 Avenue SW/apartments 
Residential houses-redevelopment site 
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3.5 IMPROVEMENT DESCRIPTION 
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Improvements Data 

Building Data 

Property Type 

Exterior Wall 

Windows 

Doors 

Roof 
Height 
Interior 

Partition Wall 
Ceilings 

Ceiling Height 

Lighting 
Flooring 

Utilities 

Site Improvements -Discussion 

Improvements 
Discussion 

Tenants/Building 
Occupancy 

Gross Building Area(SF) 33,938 
Year Built 1980 
Remaining Economic Life 35 years 

Property Type Apartment Building 
Market Building Class B 

Construction Type Concrete 
No. of Buildings 1 
No. of Stories 3 

Bricks, aluminum sidings 

Metal frame glazed windows 

Regular residential doors 

Gable roof 

26 to 28' 

Drywall 
Drywall 

8' 

Ceiling mounted lightings 

Carpet, linoleum 

HVAC Boiler 
Electricity Residential standard 

Plumbing Ample for use 
Elevator N/A 
Fire Alarm Yes 
Sprinkler N/A 
Security System N/A 

The subject property is 1983 built, concrete constructed, 4-
storey apartment building. It is located along 15 Street SW, 
between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the Bankview, Calgary, 
Alberta. The subject property comprises 31 two bedrooms 
suites, mixed of single-level style and split levels style, and 
some units on second floors and third floors contain city view. 
Tenants 
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3.6 REMAINING ECONOMIC LIFE 

ACTUAL AGE is the chronological age of the subject property. The subject industrial building 
was constructed in 1980. Therefore, the actual age is 40 years old. The building appears in 
good condition relative to its age. It appears to be well maintained and is considered competitive 
in its market. The actual age is for information purposes for the reader only. Appraisers rely on 
Effective Age, discussed below. 

EFFECTIVE AGE of a structure is estimated based on inspection and observation of the 
subject improvements. It is not necessarily the actual age, although the age that the property 
appears to be based on the condition of the improvements and upkeep. The subject property 
has had relatively good up-keep for its use as compared to other properties. The interior 
appears to provide utility for its use. In my opinion, the effective age of the subject property is 
estimated at 15 years. 

ECONOMIC LIFE is the period of time over which a new structure may reasonably be 
expected to be competitive in the market in the use for which it was designed. It is the period of 
time over which it may be utilized to the point where it becomes economical to undertake 
refurbishment or complete structural reconstruction. Based on our analysis of more and 
particularly conversations with contractors and realtors, and in my experiences, the economic 
life of the subject property is estimated at 50 years. 

REMAINING ECONOMIC LIFE is the period of time from the effective date of the appraisal to 
the point where the building should be upgraded or replaced. The remaining economic life of the 
subject property is the difference between the effective age and the economic life, or an opinion 
based on the Appraiser's analysis of the marketplace. The remaining economic life of the 
subject property is 35 years. 

3.7 LAND USE CLASSIFICATION 

M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented 

3.8 LEASE/OCCUPANCY 

Tenants 
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3.9 ASSESSMENT AND TAXES (2020) 

231515 Street Information Sumnary 
Unit No. Legal Plan LINC Roll No. Assessment Property Tax Size (SF) Style 

A101 9611681; 1 0026792978 081551202 $335,000 $2,520 1,429 Split le\els 

A102 9611681; 2 0026792986 081551228 $330,000 $2,482 1,413 Split le\els 

A103 9611681;3 0026792994 081551244 $330,000 $2,482 1,413 Split le\els 

A104 9611681; 4 0026793000 081551269 $330,000 $2,482 1,411 Split le\els 

A105 9611681; 5 0026793018 081551285 $330,000 $2,482 1,439 Split le\els 

8101 9611681; 6 0026793026 081551301 $335,000 $2,520 1,429 Split le\els 

B102 9611681;7 0026793034 081551327 $330,000 $2,482 1,413 Split le\els 

B103 9611681; 8 0026793042 081551343 $319,500 $2,403 1,310 Single le\el 

B104 9611681; 9 0026793050 081551368 $324,500 $2,441 1,322 Single le\el 

A201 9611681; 10 0026793067 081551384 $282,500 $2,125 955 Single le\el 

A202 9611681; 11 0026793075 081551400 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

A203 9611681; 12 0026793083 081551426 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

A204 9611681; 13 0026793091 081551442 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

A205 9611681; 14 0026793109 081551467 $282,500 $2,125 990 Single le\el 

B201 9611681; 15 0026793117 081551483 $282,500 $2,125 955 Single le\el 

B202 9611681; 16 0026793125 081551509 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

8203 9611681; 17 0026793133 081551525 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

B204 9611681; 18 0026793141 081551541 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

8205 9611681; 19 0026793159 081551566 $278,000 $2,091 990 Single le\el 

8206 9611681; 20 0026793166 081551582 $282,500 $2,125 969 Single le\el 

A301 9611681; 21 0026793174 081551608 $282,500 $2,125 971 Single le\el 

A302 9611681; 22 0026793182 081551624 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

A303 9611681; 23 0026793190 081551640 $278,000 $2,091 969 Single le\el 

A304 9611681; 24 0026793208 081551665 $278,000 $2,091 969 Single le\el 

A305 9611681; 25 0026793216 081551681 $282,500 $2,125 974 Single le\el 

B301 9611681; 26 0026793224 081551707 $282,500 $2,125 969 Single le\el 

8302 9611681; 27 0026793232 081551723 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

8303 9611681; 28 0026793240 081551749 $278,000 $2,091 971 Single le\el 

8304 9611681; 29 0026793258 081551764 $278,000 $2,091 969 Single le\el 

8305 9611681; 30 0026793265 081551780 $278,000 $2,091 969 Single le\el 

8306 9611681; 31 0026793273 081551806 $282,500 $2,125 974 Single le\el 

Total $9,116,000 $68;573 33,938 
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4.1 HIGHEST AND BEST USE - DEFINITION 
Highest and Best Use is defined as: 

"The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property, which is physically 
possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest value. The 
four criteria the highest and best use must meet are legal permissibility, physical possibility, 
financial feasibility, and maximum profitability." 

Source: Al, p.171 

As indicated, the highest and best use of the subject property is estimated "as vacant" and "as 
improved." The highest and best use of the land or site, if vacant and available for use, may be 
different from the highest and best use of the improved property. This is true when the 
improvement is not appropriate to use, but it makes a contribution to the total property value in 
excess of the value of the site. 

4.2 HIGHEST AND BEST USE "AS VACANT" 

Definition 

Highest and Best Use "As Vacant" is defined as: 

"Among all reasonable, alternative uses, the use that yields the highest present land value, after 
payments are made for labour, capital, and coordination. The use of a property based on the 
assumption that the parcel of land is vacant or can be made vacant by demolishing any 
improvements." 

Source: Al , p.171 

To estimate the highest and best use of the subject site, four criteria are considered; legal 
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum profitability. 

Legal Permissibility 

Legal permissibility refers to the possible uses of the subject site subject to legal restrictions. 
The legal restrictions that apply to the subject property include private and public restrictions. 
Private restrictions relate to leases easements, rights-of-way, and restrictive covenants that any 
or may not be registered against the subject property. Public restrictions relate to government 
constraints in the form of land use bylaws, building codes, and environmental regulations. If 
private restrictions conflict with public restrictions, the most restrictive guidelines usually prevail. 

With respect to private restrictions, according to the Certificates of Title, the subject property is 
condominiumized to 31 units. There are no registrations made against the condominium plan 
and any revision thereof on the condominium additional plan sheet certificate. There is no 
encumbrance that appears to affect the marketability of the subject site. Reference is made to 
the Addendum for the Certificate of Title. For greater certainty of the effects of these 
encumbrances, legal counsel is recommended. 

With respect to public restrictions, the current land use bylaw governing the subject 
property is zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented, which allows a 
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variety of multi-residential development. Reference is made to the above land use section and 
Addendum for permitted and discretionary uses. 

In summary, based on the legal characteristics of the site, any use in accordance with the M
CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented is legally permissible on the subject 
site. A multi-residential related-use appears most reasonable. 

Physical Possibility 

Physical possibility refers to the legally permissible uses of the subject site that are physically 
possible. To determine whether a multi-residential use is physically possible, consideration is 
given to the physical attributes of the subject site. The size and location of the parcel are 
important determinants of value. 

The subject site comprises 0. 77 acres, located along 15 Street SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue 
SW, in the Bankview, Calgary, Alberta. It is zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual 
Ground Oriented, which is primarily for townhouses and fourplexes. The site contains Calgary 
Skyline city views. 

The physical attributes of the subject site, including shape, dimensions, and area, 
topography, utilities, access and street improvements, indicate suitability for a variety of 
multi-residential related uses. 

In summary, based on the physical characteristics of the site, any use in accordance with 
the M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented is physically possible on 
the subject site. Given the location and exposure profile of the site, a multi-residential use 
appears reasonable. 

Financial Feasibility/ Maximum Profitability 

Financial feasibility refers to the legally permissible and physically possible uses of the subject 
site that will produce a positive net financial or economic return to the owner of the site. 
Maximum profitability refers to the economically feasible use, which produces the greatest net 
return to the subject site or which would result in the highest property value. This use is 
estimated to be the highest and best use of the subject. 

Maximum profitability would result in maximizing the density allowable in the land use bylaw. 
The highest and best use of the subject site is any use allowed by zoning, which maximizes the 
value of the property. A multi-residential use that benefits from the location and can utilize the 
site in its entirety is considered most profitable. A multi-residential related building appears to 
conform to the general area and is considered the most probable type of use. Given the profile 
of the location, a multi-residential related use appears most reasonable. 

In conclusion and based on the site as vacant, any use in accordance with the M-CGd111 Multi
Residential - Contextual Ground Oriented bylaw is considered financially feasible. 
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4.3 HIGHEST AND BEST USE "AS IMPROVED" 

Definition 

Highest and Best Use "As Improved" is defined as: 

"The use that should be made of a property as it exists. An existing property should be 
renovated or retained as is so long as it continues to contribute to the total Market Value of the 
property, or until the return from a new improvement would more than offset the cost of 
demolishing the existing building and constructing a new one." 

Source: Al, p.171 

The subject property is 1983 built, concrete constructed, 4-storey apartment building. It is 
located along 15 Street SW, between 22 and 23 Avenue SW, in the Bankview, Calgary, Alberta. 
The subject property comprises 31 two bedrooms suites, mixed of single-level style and split 
levels style, and some units on second floors and third floors contain city view. The 
improvement is situated on a 0. 77-acre site zoned M-CGd111 Multi-Residential - Contextual 
Ground Oriented, which is primarily for townhouses and fourplexes. 

The existing use and improvements represent a reasonable use of the site and are legal. 
Moreover, the improvements contribute to a return on investment and are estimated to have a 
remaining economic life of 35 years. The market value estimated indicated $5,900,000, which 
yields a return over and above land value. 

Therefore, in conclusion, the Highest and Best Use of the subject property is the existing use as 
improved. 
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4.4 VALUATION PROCESS 
The valuation process is the orderly program in which the data used to estimate the value of 
the subject property is acquired, classified, analyzed, and presented. The first step in the 
process is to define the appraisal problem, i.e., identify the real estate, the effective date of 
the value estimate, the property rights being appraised, and the type of value sought. Once 
this has been accomplished, the appraiser collects and analyses the factors that affect the 
Market Value of the subject property. These factors are addressed in the area and 
neighbourhood analysis, the site and improvement analysis, and the highest and best use 
analysis, and in the application of the three approaches to value, the Cost Approach, the 
Income Capitalization Approach and the Direct Comparison Approach. 

In the Cost Approach, accrued depreciation is deducted from the cost new of the 
improvements and this figure is added to the land value to indicate the value of the whole 
property. Generally, land value is obtained through direct Comparison. The replacement 
cost new of the improvements is estimated based on current prices for component parts of 
the building, less depreciation, which is computed by analyzing the disadvantages or 
deficiencies of the existing building as compared to a new building. This approach is most 
reliable when the improvements are new or nearly new and represent the highest and best 
use of the site. 

The Income Capitalization Approach is predicated on the assumption that a definite 
relationship exists between the amount of income property can earn and its value. In other 
words, value is created by the expectation of benefits to be derived in the future. In this 
approach, the net income of the property generated before payment of any debt service is 
converted into value; either through direct capitalization in which net income is divided by a 
capitalization rate or by the process of a discounted cash flow analysis where the future 
income stream is converted into present value. 

The Direct Comparison Approach is used to estimate the value of the land as though 
vacant and/or the property as improved. The appraiser gathers data on sales of comparable 
properties and analyses the nature and conditions of each sale, making logical adjustments 
for dissimilar characteristics. Typically, a common unit of comparison is found. For land 
value, the unit of comparison is usually price per square foot or price per acre; for improved 
properties, it may be price per square foot, price per unit, or a gross income multiplier. The 
Direct Comparison Approach produces a good indication of value when sales of similar 
properties are available. 

The final step in the valuation process is the reconciliation of the value indicators and the 
final estimate of value. Since the purpose and function of the appraisal report are of primary 
concern, the adequacy and reliability of the data presented become crucial. The appraiser 
considers the relative importance of each approach used, examining the range of the value 
indicators and places the most weight on the approach, which appears most reliable. 
Applying the appropriate approaches to value to the subject property, the appraiser seeks to 
anticipate the actions of buyers and sellers in the market. This report will employ Direct 
Comparison Approach and Income Approach. 
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4.5 DIRECT COMPARISON APPROACH 

The Direct Comparison Approach is defined as: 

"A set of procedures in which a value indication is derived by comparing the 
property being appraised to similar properties that have been sold recently, 
applying appropriate units of comparison, and making adjustments to the sale 
prices of the comparable based on the elements of comparison. The direct 
comparison approach may be used to value improved properties, vacant land, or 
land being considered as though vacant; it is the most common and preferred 
method of land valuation when comparable sales data are available." 

Source: Al, p.318 

In the Direct Comparison Approach, Market Value is estimated by comparing the subject 
property to similar properties that have been sold or for which offers to purchase have been 
made. A major premise of the Direct Comparison Approach is that the Market Value of a 
property is directly related to the prices of comparable, competitive properties. 

The comparative analysis in the Direct Comparison Approach focuses on differences in the 
legal, physical, location and economic characteristics of similar properties and the subject 
properties and on differences in the real property rights conveyed, the date of sale, the 
motivations of buyers and sellers, and the financing arrangements for each sales transaction, all 
or any of which can account for variations in prices. 

A transaction price is always predicated on the real property interest conveyed. Many types of 
real estate, particularly income-producing property, are sold subject to existing leases. The 
revenue-generating potential of a property is often fixed or limited by the terms of existing 
leases. In the valuation process, adjustments must be made to reflect the difference between 
the contract rent and market rent and how this difference affects property price. 

Property prices are determined by the market. They result from negotiations between buyers 
and sellers; buyers constitute market demand, and the properties offered for sale make up the 
supply. If the demand for a particular type of property is high, prices tend to increase; if demand 
is low, prices tend to decline. Shifts in the supply of improved properties frequently lag behind 
shifts in demand because supply is created by time-consuming construction, while demand can 
change rapidly. The analysis of real estate markets at a specific time may seem to focus on 
demand, but the supply of properties must also be considered. 

The forces of supply and demand tend toward equilibrium, or balance, in the market, but 
absolute equilibrium is almost never attained. The balance between supply and demand 
changes continually. Due to economic changes, shifts in purchasing power, investor perceptions 
and preferences, demand varies greatly over time. The construction of new buildings and the 
demolition of old ones cause supply to vary as well. 

As applied in the Direct Comparison Approach, the principle of substitution holds that the value 
of a property tends to be set by the price that would be paid to acquire a substitute property of 
similar utility and desirability. This principle implies that the reliability of the Direct Comparison 
Approach is diminished if substitute properties are not available in the market. 
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After sales data has been gathered and verified, systematic analysis begins. Because like units 
must be compared, each sale price should be stated in terms of appropriate units of 
comparison, i.e. price per square foot, Gross Rent Multiplier (GRM). 

To apply the Direct Comparison Approach, an appraiser follows a systematic procedure: 

Research the market to obtain information on sales transactions, listings, and offerings 
to purchase properties similar to the subject property. 

Verify the information by confirming the data obtained are factually accurate and the 
transactions reflect arm's-length market considerations. 

Select relevant units of comparison (e.g., price per square foot, or per front foot) and 
develop a comparative analysis for each unit. 

Compare the subject property and comparable sale properties using the elements of 
comparison and adjust the sale price of each comparable appropriately or eliminate the 
property as a comparable. 

Reconcile the various value indications produced from the analysis of comparables into 
a single value indication or a range of values. An imprecise market may indicate a range 
of values. 

In order to estimate the Market Value of the subject building, the Direct Comparison Approach 
was employed. Using this technique, data on sales of similar properties are analyzed, compared 
and adjusted for dissimilarities with the subject. Consequently, data found to be most similar to 
the subject is given the greatest weight. 

Units of comparison (price per suite) correspond to those used in the market. The valuation of 
the subject property by the Direct Comparison Approach is based on a price per suite of building 
area unit of comparison. 
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Rights Transferred: Fee simple Fee simple Fee simple Fee simple 

Financial Considerations: Market Market Market Market 

Conditions of Sale: Arm's Length Arm's Length Arm's Length Arm's Length 

Market Conditions - Time: Stable Stable Stable Stable 

Location: Awrage Similar Similar Similar Similar 
Location: 2315 15 Street SW 2241 14 Street SW 939 19 Awnue SW 1711 25 Awnue SW 1535 26 Awnue SW 

Submarket: Bankview Bankview Lower Mount Royal Bankview South Calgary 

Date of Sale: March-20 March-20 January-18 May-19 

Vendor: Century West Elmar Realty 655344 8.C. Ltd. Ruprai, Pammi 
Management Inc. 

Purchaser: IAwnue Li'Jing Asset Ranger Homes And Timbercreek - First on Astra Management 
Management Ltd. Complex Land Tenth 

Zoning: M-CGd111 M-C2 M-C2 M-C2 M-C2 

Lot Size(acre): 0.77 0.36 0.39 0.54 0.29 

Sale Price: $4,290,000 $5,150,000 $10,000,000 $3,290,000 
Year Built 1980 1963 1963 1969 1972 

No. of Suites: 31 27 28 44 20 

Unadjusted Price/Suite: $158,889 $183,929 $227,273 $164,500 

COMPARABLE SUMMARY 
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Fee simple 
Market 

Arm's Length 

Stable 
Similar 

1728 26 Awnue SW 

Bank'Jiew 

August-18 

1611700 Alberta Ltd. 

1773626 Alberta Ltd. 

M-C2 

0.30 
$2,943,000 
1951 

20 
$147,150 

The above chart outlines the relevant parameters of five comparable apartment buildings (see the pictures and other information in the addendum). 
The price per suite ranged from $147,150 to $227,273, with a mean price of $176,348. The number of suites ranged from 20 to 44, while the subject 
is 31 two-bedroom suites. The site sizes range from 0.29 to 0.54 acres, and the subject is a 0.77 acres site. 
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QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ADJUSTMENTS 

As mentioned above, adjustments can be qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative adjustments are 
based on non-numerical data, where quantitative adjustments are based on numerical. Both 
types of adjustments contain some aspects of a subjective approach. However, quantitative 
adjustments require more adequate, fine-tuned market evidence to make a reasonable 
numerical (dollar value) adjustment. Realistically, a qualitative approach is more realistic, as 
trying to quantify all the attributes of the site and relating them to buyer/seller expectations or 
decisions is very difficult to do. Moreover, investors or owner/users in the marketplace apply 
values to properties through a more qualitative process. 

Adiustments 

Property Rights 

Financing Terms 

Conditions of Sale 

Market Conditions 
/Time 

Comments 

The transaction price of a sale is always based on the real property interest 
conveyed. In this instance, an adjustment was not considered necessary. 

Prices paid in acquiring property may differ significantly due to the financing 
involved, if any cash or cash equivalents are the basis of value, whereas 
extended, above market interest rate and/or leverage investor terms sales 
generally represent the higher portion of a sales price range. Therefore 
some methods of converting these financing terms to cash must occur so 
that the adjustment process may be applied to the sales. In reviewing the 
comparables, an adjustment was not required for atypical financing. 

Adjustments made for conditions of sale usually reflect atypical motivations 
of the buyer and seller at the time of conveyance. A sale may be transacted 
at a below market price if the seller needs cash in a hurry. A financial, 
business or family relationship between the parties may also affect the price 
of the property. Interlocking corporate entities may record a sale at a non
market price to serve their business interest. When non-market conditions of 
a sale are detected in a transaction, the sale must be thoroughly researched 
before an adjustment is made. Within the confirmation process, detailed 
attention was made to ensure the conditions of each sale. Based on the 
research performed, it is believed that all of the comparable sales involved 
regular arms-length transactions without the presence of duress or adverse 
market influence. As such, no adjustments were warranted. 

Market conditions may change between the time of sale of a comparable 
property and the date of the appraisal of the subject property. Changed 
market conditions often result from various causes, such as inflation, 
changing demand, and changing supply. Time itself is not the cause for the 
adjustment. 

No time adjustment is warranted for the indices. 
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ADJUSTMENT AND ANALYSIS 

INDEX 1 

Unit Mix>> 
Beds 

1 

2 

---
Units 

13 

14 

Totals 27 

Avg SF Asking Rent/Unit Asking Rent/SF 

$795 
$995 

Index 1 is 27 suites apartment building located at the corner of 22 Avenue SW and 14 Street 
SW in Bankview, sold in March 2020 at $158,889 per suite. 

• Index 1 comprises 13 one-bedroom suites and 14 two-bedroom suites. The subject 
property comprises 31 two-bedroom suites, and the suites sizes are above 900 square 
feet, larger than the typical two-bedroom suites with competitive buildings in the market 
place. 

• Index 1 is located in Bankview, the same community to the subject property, similar in 
location. 

• Index 1 was built in 1963, while the subject property was improved in 1980, inferior in 
building age and quality. 

In summary, Index 1 is inferior in improvement/building age/quality, and suite size to the subject 
property. 
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INDEX 2 

Unit Mix» 
B~ds 
Bacl1elor 

1 
2 

Totals 

---------------------
Units ,'-'-,•,9 SF , 

11 
16 

28 

A.s'K ing Rent Unt\ 

$917 
S1 100 
S1 .336 
S1 22g 

Index 2 is 28 suites apartment building located at the corner of 22 Avenue SW and 14 Street 
SW in Bankview, sold in March 2020 at $183,929 per suite. 

• Index 2 comprises 1 bachelor, 11 one-bedroom suites, and 16 two-bedroom suites. The 
subject property comprises 31 two-bedroom suites, and the suites sizes are above 900 
square feet, larger than the typical two-bedroom suites with competitive buildings in the 
market place. 

• Index 2 is located in Bankview, the same community to the subject property, similar in 
location. 

• Index 2 was built in 1963, while the subject property was improved in 1980, inferior in 
building age and quality. 

• Index 2 has a cap rate of 4.36%. 

In summary, Index 2 is inferior in improvemenUbuilding age/quality, and suite size to the subject 
property. 
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INDEX 3 

Unit Mix» 
Beds Units ,4•.-g SF :'.,,_s1sin9 Ren;) Jr-lt ,t .s"-:ing Ren;.:SF , 22 501 Sl 175 $2 35 

2 22 800 S1 35~ $1 69 
Totals 44 651 51 .264 $1 94 

Index 3 is a 44 suites apartment building located along of 25 Avenue SW and close to 16 Street 
SW in Bankview, sold in January 2018 at $227,273 per suite. 

• Index 3 comprises 22 one-bedroom suites and 22 two-bedroom suites. The subject 
property comprises 31 two-bedroom suites, and the suites sizes are above 900 square 
feet, larger than the typical two-bedroom suites with competitive buildings in the market 
place. 

• Index 3 is located in Bankview, the same community to the subject property, similar in 
location. 

• Index 3 was built in 1969, while the subject property was improved in 1980, inferior in 
building age. However, Index 3 is a mid-rise apartment with an elevator, and the suites 
appear renovated with new materials. The overall condition is superior to the subject 
property. 

• Index 3 has a cap rate of 4.25%. 

In summary, Index 3 is superior in improvement/building age/quality but inferior in suite size to 
the subject property. 
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INDEX 4 

Unit Mix» 
8-e-ds Units .!wg SF Asi<in g Rent 'Unit A~~dng Ren!SF 
1 15 590 51-056 $1 79 
2 5 920 S1_358 $1 48 
Totals 20 673 S 1.132 $1_68 

Index 4 is a 20 suites apartment building located at the corner of 26 Avenue SW and 15 Street 
SW in South Calgary, sold in May 2019 at $164,500 per suite. 

• Index 4 comprises 15 one-bedroom suites and 5 two-bedroom suites. The subject 
property comprises 31 two-bedroom suites, and the suites sizes are above 900 square 
feet, larger than the typical two-bedroom suites with competitive buildings in the market 
place. · 

• Index 4 is located in South Calgary. The location is similar to the subject property. 

• Index 4 was built in 1972, while the subject property was improved in 1980, inferior in 
building age and quality. 

In summary, Index 4 is inferior in improvemenUbuilding age/quality and comprises more one
bedroom suites, which is smaller, inferior in suite size. 
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INDEX 5 

Unit Mix» 
E-~ds ;_!nits .~'•9 SF ..:.s~in; Rem 'Unii J:.sking Reni SF 
1 13 642 S845 $1 32 
2 7 686 S1 _099 $1 GO 

Totals 20 658 S934 $1-42 

Index 5 is 20 suites apartment building located along 26 Avenue SW and between 16 and 17 
Street SW in Bankview, sold in August 2018 at $147,150 per suite. 

• Index 5 comprises 13 one-bedroom suites and 7 two-bedroom suites. The subject 
property comprises 31 two-bedroom suites, and the suites sizes are above 900 square 
feet, larger than the typical two-bedroom suites with competitive buildings in the market 
place. 

• Index 5 is located in Bankview, and the location is similar to the subject property. 

• Index 5 was built in 1951, while the subject property was improved in 1980, inferior in 
building age and quality. 

• Index 5 has a cap rate of 4.90%. 

In summary, Index 5 is inferior in improvement/building age/quality and comprises more one
bedroom suites, which is smaller, inferior in suite size. 
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Rights Transferred: Fee simple Fee simple Fee simple Fee simple 

Financial Considerations: Market Market Market Market 

Conditions of Sale: Arm's Length Arm's Length Arm's Length Arm's Length 

Market Conditions - Time: Stable Stable Stable Stable 

Location: Average Similar Similar Similar Similar 

Location: 2315 15 Street SW 2241 14 Street SW 939 19 Awnue SW 1711 25 Avenue SW 1535 26 Avenue SW 

Submarket: Bankview Bank'Jiew Lower Mount Royal Bankview South Calgary 

Date of Sale: March-20 March-20 January-18 May-19 

Vendor: Century West Elmar Realty 655344 B.C. Ltd. Ruprai, Pammi 
Management Inc. 

Purchaser: !Avenue Living Asset Ranger Homes And limbercreek - First on Astra Management 
Management Ltd. Complex Land Tenth 

Zoning: M-CGd111 M-C2 M-C2 M-C2 M-C2 

Lot Size(acre): 0.77 0.36 0.39 0.54 0.29 

Sale Price: $4,290,000 $5,150,000 $10,000,000 $3,290,000 
Year Built 1980 1963 1963 1969 1972 

No. of Suites: 31 27 28 44 20 

Unadjusted Price/Suite: $158,889 $183,929 $227,273 $164,500 

ffl!11i4,M 
Property Rights 
Financing Motivation 

Condition of Sale 

Time la% 0% 0% 0% 

Location/Timing 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Improvement/ Age/Quality 10% 10% -10% 5% 

Site Size 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Suite Size 5% 5% 5% 15% 
Land Use 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Adjusted Price $182,722 $211,518 $215,909 $197,400 
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Fee simple 

Market 

Arm's Length 

Stable 
Similar 

1728 26 Awnue SW 

Bankview 
August-18 

1611700 Alberta Ltd. 

1773626 Alberta Ltd. 

M-C2 

0.30 

$2,943,000 

1951 

20 
$147,150 

0% 

0% 

15% 

0% 
10% 
0% 
$183,938 
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Summary 
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In summary, the above chart outlines the relevant parameters of five comparable apartment 
buildings. The unadjusted price per suites ranged from $147,150 to $227,273, with a mean price 
of $176,348. The adjusted price per suite ranged from $182,722 to $215,909, with a mean price 
of $196,652. The suites number ranged from 20 to 44, while the subject is 31 two-bedroom 
suites. The site sizes range from 0.29 to 0.54 acres, and the subject is a 0.77 acres site. 

The subject property suites comprise single-level type and split level type. There are 9 suites 
that have a size of more than 1,000 square feet, and the remaining suites are all above 900 
square feet, which are larger than the competitive two-bedroom apartment. Therefore, a price of 
$185,000 per suite, is considered reasonable, in my opinion. 

MARKET VALUE = PRICE/SUITE X NUMBER OF SUITE 

--
--

ROUNDED = 

$185,000 

$5,735,000 
$5,700,000 

X 31 

Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have 
formed the opinion that as of June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 
contained herein; the Value of the subject property under the Direct Comparison Approach is: 

FIVE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,700,000) 
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4.6 INCOME APPROACH 

The Income Capitalization Approach is defined as: 

•~ set of procedures through which an appraiser derives a value indication 
for an income-producing property by converting its anticipated benefits, 
(cash flows and reversion), into property value. This conversion can be 
accomplished in two ways. One year's income expectancy can be capitalized 
at a market-derived capitalization rate or at a capitalization rate that reflects 
a specified income pattern, return on investment, and change in the value of 
the investment. Alternatively, the annual cash flows for the holding period 
and the reversion can be discounted at a specified yield rate." 

Source: Al , p. 178. 

Income-producing real estate is typically purchased as an investment and from the investor's 
point of view; earning power is the critical element affecting property value. One basic 
investment premise is that the higher the earnings, the higher the value. An investor who 
purchases income-producing real estate is essentially trading present dollars for the right to 
receive future dollars. The Income Capitalization Approach to Value consists of methods, 
techniques and mathematical procedures that an appraiser uses to analyze a property's 
capacity to generate benefits (i.e., usually the monetary benefits of income and reversion) 
converting these benefits into an indication of present value. 

The Income Approach is typically used in market value appraisals in income-producing property. 
The approach may also be used to estimate investment value, which is the value of the property 
to an investor. Market value and investment value may coincide if the client's investment criteria 
are typical of investors in the market. In that case, the two value estimates may be the same, 
but the two types of value are not interchangeable. Market value is objective, impersonal, and 
detached; investment value is based on subjective, personal parameters. To estimate market 
value with the Income Approach, the appraiser must be certain that all dates and assumptions 
used are market-oriented. 

There are two accepted capitalization methods - yield capitalization and direct capitalization. 
These methods are based on different measures of expected earnings and include different 
assumptions concerning the relationship between expected earnings and value. 

The analysis of the Income Approach is presented as follows: 

1. Analysis of Market Rent 
2. Cash Flow/NOi before debt service 
3. Capitalization Rate Analysis 
4. Capitalized Market Value (Stabilized) 
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1. ANALYSIS OF MARKET RENT 
Market Rent Com.R,arable: 

Index Address 2-Bed Size (S 

1 215 13 Avenue SW $1 ,699 900 

2 2142 16A Street SW $1,495 940 

3 1612 24 Avenue SW $1,179 782 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

Bathroom Parkin Year Utilities Included Furnishin 

2 Included 2008 Heat, electricity, water No 

Included 1920 Heat and water Yes 

1 Included 1969 Heat and water, Cable No 
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~ 

"" 

4 2416 14A street SW $1,300 800 

5 1711 25 Avenue SW $1,355 761 1 

6 1604 28 Avenue SW $1,195 1050 1 

Max $1,699 1050 

Min $1,179 761 

Avg $1,371 872 
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The rental rate ranged from $1,179 to $1,699 per suite per month. The comparable premise 
sizes range from 761 square feet to 1,050 square feet. The majority of the comparable includes 
heat and water. 

The market rent comparables are located similar in location to the subject property, and they are 
all stated the comparables have a city view. Index 1 is within a high-rise multi-family building 
with a superior location with a city view; the market rent of the subject property should be lower 
than Index 1. Index 2 is a furnished suite, and the rental rate is also higher. Considered the 
large size of the subject property suites, with the city view, a market rent of $1,400 for the larger 
suite and $1,300 for the smaller suites are reasonable. The leased rental rate ranges from 
$1,050 to $1,550, generally in line with market rent. 

Market Rent Summary 
Unit# Size Suite Type Leased Rent Market Rent 
A101 1,429 Split levels $1,200 $1,400 
A102 1,413 Split levels $1,550 $1,400 
A103 1,413 Split levels $1,350 $1,400 
A104 1,411 Split levels $1,300 $1,400 
A105 1,439 Split levels $1,400 $1,400 
A201 955 Single level $1,125 $1,300 
A202 971 Single level $1,075 $1,300 
A203 971 Single level $1,350 $1,300 
A204 971 Single level $1,225 $1,300 
A205 990 Single level $1,150 $1,300 
A301 971 Single level $1,200 $1,300 
A302 971 Single level $1,375 $1,300 
A303 969 Single level $1,300 $1,300 
A304 969 Single level $1,185 $1,300 
A305 974 Single level $1,250 $1,300 
B101 1,429 Split levels $1,285 $1,400 
B102 1,413 Split levels $1,275 $1,400 
B103 1,310 Single level $1,380 $1,400 
B104 1,322 Single level $1,275 $1,400 
B201 955 Single level $1,500 $1,300 
B202 971 Single level $1,250 $1,300 
B203 971 Single level $1,100 $1,300 
B204 971 Single level $1,125 $1,300 
B205 990 Single level $1,125 $1,300 
B206 969 Single level $1,500 $1,300 
B301 969 Single level $1,050 $1,300 
B302 971 Single level $1,150 $1,300 
B303 971 Single level $1,500 $1,300 
B304 969 Single level $1,350 $1,300 
B305 969 Single level $1,070 $1,300 
B306 974 Single level $1,125 $1,300 
Total 33,938 $39,095 $41,200 
Average 1,095 $1,261 $1,329 
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2. ANALYSIS OF V ACANCY/OPERATING COSTS 

Vacancy and Collection Loss Allowance 

A reduction in gross potential income resulting from vacancies, tenant turnover and non
payment of rent is categorized as vacancy and collection allowance. The quality of tenants, 
current and projected market supply and demand conditions and local economic conditions all 
influence the percentage allowance for the subject property. Current vacancy levels are not 
necessarily indicative of long terms vacancy rates as the long term rate reflects typical investor 
expectations over the entire holding period instead of a single point in time. 

We had searched the competitive apartment buildings (132 apartment buildings) in Baknview, 
and the stabilized vacancy is approximately 3.10%. 

Vacancy & Market Asking Rent Per Unit 

44% 
Forecast 

40% /' 
"' " 36% 
a: 

§' 3.6~c-,., 
" '" > 

32% 

3.0% 

2s% I 
14 16 18 I 20 I 22 

Vacancy Rate ■ Market Reni/Unit 

-

$1,700 

$1,600 

$1 ,500 

$1,400 

$1,300 

$1 ,200 

$1,100 

$1,000 

$900 
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" ., 
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As the direct capitalization approach involves the capitalization of an income stream in 
perpetuity, it is necessary to determine a long term vacancy rate for the subject property. Based 
on historical vacancy trends in the area and considering the anticipated direction of vacancy 
rates moving forward, including a review of the overview section, a vacancy and collection loss 
of allowance of 4.0% is reasonable. The subject's strong location characteristics would provide 
for a stable tenancy. 
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Operating Expenses 

Stabilized Operating Expenses: 

Operating costs for the subject property are stabilized as below: 

Operating Expenses % of EGI Per Unit monthly Monthly Yearly 

Utilites 9.80% $125.00 $3,875 $46,500 

Insurance 1.58% $20.16 $625 $7,500 

Property Tax 14.45% $184.34 $5,714 $68,573 

Management Fee 5.23% $66.67 $2,067 $24,800 

Maintenance and repair 5.88% $75.00 $2,325 $27,900 

Snow and garbage removal 1.26% $16.13 $500 $6,000 

Total Operating Expenses 38.19% $487.29 $15,106 $181,273 

Utilities: 

The rental rate of the subject property includes including heat and water. We estimated the 
utilities at an average of $125 per suite per month, or $46,500 annually in total. 

Insurance: 

We estimated the insurance cost at $7,500. 

Property Tax: 

The 2020 property tax is $68,573 in total. 

Management Fee: 

We estimated the management fee at $800 per suite per year, 4.44% of the EGI for the 
analysis. 

Repairs and maintenance 

The repairs and maintenance are estimated at $900 per suite per year, resulting in $27,900 per 
year, given the well-maintained of the suites. 

Snow and garbage removal 

The snow and garbage removal cost is estimated at $12,000. 

Estimating Net Operating Income 

Taking the aforementioned income and expense details into account, the following pro forma 
operating statements have been prepared for the subject property. 
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CASH FLOW/NOi BEFORE DEBT SERVICE 

Income Approach Statement 
Apartment Building 

2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

Units Rental Rate Monthly Income Yearly 

2-bedroom 31 1,329 $41,200 $494,400 

Gross Rental Income 31 $15,948 $494,400 

Expense Recovery 31 $0.00 $0 

Gross Potential Income $494,400 

Less: Vacancy & Collection Loss 4.00% $19,776 

Effective Gross Income $474,624 

Operating Expenses % of EGI Per Unit monthly Monthly Yearly 

Utilites 9.80% $125.00 $3,875 $46,500 

Insurance 1.58% $20.16 $625 $7,500 

Property Tax 14.45% $184.34 $5,714 $68,573 

Management Fee 5.23% $66.67 $2,067 $24,800 

Maintenance and repair 5.88% $75.00 $2,325 $27,900 

Snow and garbage remowl 1.26% $16.13 $500 $6,000 

Total Operating Expenses 38.19% $487.29 $15,106 $181,273 

NET OPERATING INCOME $293,351 
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3. CAPITALIZATION RATE ANALYSIS 

CAPITALIZATION RATE ANALYSIS 

Market participants commonly use overall capitalization rates to value income producing 
properties. According to The Appraisal of Real Estate (Second Canadian Edition), an overall 
capitalization rate is defined as an income rate for a total real property interest that reflects the 
relationship between a single year's net operating income and the total property value. It is used 
to convert net operating income into an indication of overall property value using the following 
formula: 

Market Value = Net Operating Income + Overall Capitalization Rate 

An overall capitalization rate does not make a distinction between the return on and the return of 
capital. As such, an overall capitalization rate implicitly allows for both the return on and return 
of capital. Other assumptions which underlie the overall capitalization rate include: 

• Assumption of periodic benefits 
• Assumption of constant periodic benefits 
• Treatment of financing 
• Treatment of income taxation considerations 

An overall capitalization rate is influenced by many factors, including the perceived risk 
associated with the income stream, expected increase/decrease in future earnings, rates of 
return earned by comparable properties and general interest rates in the economy. It is 
important to note that an overall capitalization rate should be applied to a stabilized income 
stream whereby the estimate of net operating income best reflects projected future income. In 
other words, capitalizing the net operating income for a property going through an initial lease
up or when income expenses are expected to change drastically over time greatly reduces the 
reliability and accuracy of this methodology. 

An overall capitalization rate can be derived using several techniques, including: 

• Derivation from comparable sales 
• Derivation from effective gross income multipliers and net income ratios 
• Band of investment - mortgage and equity components 
• Band of investment - land and building components 
• Debt coverage formula 

I have used comparables sales available in the marketplace. In general, capitalization rates are 
affected by current inflation rates, the level and trend of interest rates, the general level of 
investor confidence, and the economic health of the region. Property specific factors, including 
security and future growth in income, are influenced by the strength of the covenant behind a 
particular lease. 

The capitalization rate implicitly reflects the overall attributes of the subject property, specifically 
related to income, or the relationship between net operating income and sale price. The 
capitalization rate is not a rate of return, rather a ratio, or a market indicator. Conversely, the 
inverse of the capitalization rate is a price/earnings ratio, or how much an investor will pay for 
one dollar of income. 
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251617th St SW 

Calgaf)'. AB T2T 458 Calgary County 

Sale Date: 08-11-.1019 j438 days on mkt) Bldg Typ,e: Class C Multi-FamilyApartments 
Saoe Price: $t.S75,000-Confirmed Year Built'Age: Built1969 Age: 50 

PricelSF $188.71 RBA: 8,346 SF 
Pr.::e,'Un,t $143, 1&2. • cf Un its: 11 

Pro Fom,a Cap 4.92'1(, Parcel No: -
Actllal Cap Rall!: 4.32'1(, 

Como ID· 4950475 GRM!G;M: 
Re.sean::!i Stanrs Confirmed Sale Condi~ons: -

939 19th Ave SW 

Calg.air)', AB T2T OHB Cal9<1ry County 

Sale Date: 11M13-2020 (817 days on mkt) Bldg Tl/Po@: Class C Multi..familyApartments 
Sal!? Pr'r.e: $.5,150 ,000 -Confirmed Year Suilt•Ag~: Built 1963 Age: 57 

Price/SF· $154.01 RBA: 33,440 SF 
Pn::e/Urut $1113,929 !tot Un;ts: 28 

Pro Fo~ma Cap - P"arcel No: -
Acn,al Cap Rate: 4.36% 

Comp m 5093549 
Rei;.e.arch Status: Confirmed 

GRM/GlM: -
Sale Conditions: -

1711 25th Ave SW- Hillcrest Ridge 

Calgary, AB T2T 1A2 

Sale Date 17--01-2018177 days on mlrt) 
S~ Pnce· $10,000,000 - Confirmed 

Price/SF $2l4.8t 
Proee/Unit $227,273 

Pro Fom,a Cap -
Actual Cap R.ale: 4.25% 

Comp m 4114361 
Res.e-arcll Status: Confirmed 

1617 26th Ave SW 

Calgary County 

Bldg T~e: Class B Multi..familyApartments 
Year Built'Ag;,,: -

RBA: 42,588 SF 
•of Unris: 44 
Parcel No: -

GRM/Gll.1 : -
Sale Condil5D11s.: -

Calg.vy, AB TH 1C7 Calgary County 

Sale Dara. 11--03-2()19 (109 days on mitt) Bldg Ti,p,i;: Class C Multi..familyApartments s• Price: $2,850,000-Confirmed ':'ear Built'Ag ... : Built 1962 Age: 57 
Price.lSF $273.54 RSA: 10,419 SF 

Pnce/Unil: $203,571 • of Uni1s: U 
Pro F0m1a Cap - Pa,cel No: -

AcrualCap-R.E: 5.15% 
Comp !D. 474B857 

Researtit Status· ConfinMd 

171126th Ave SW 

Calgary, AB T2T 1C9 

Sale Date. 
S~,i; Price: 

PricelSF: 
Pnce/Unt: 

Pro Fom,a Cap 
Ackr.al Cap Rn: 

Comp : 
Res.e-ar Sta 

25-03-2()20 
$2,6()5,000 - Confirmed 
$234.-43 
$108,542. 

6.9()'\i 
5115682 
Confirmed 

Calgary, AB T2T 1C8 

Sale Date: 
Sa;ePr,c.e. 

Price/SF 
PM::e,'Un;t 

Pro Forn,a Cap 
Acrual Cap Rate: 

Con19 tD: 
Re,se,.arti, Stat1.1S~ 

16-08-2018 (99 days on mkt) 
$2,943,000 - Confirmed 
$137.33 
$147,150 

4.90'111 
4462383 
Confi~d 

GRM/GiM : 13.811!'-
Sale C-Ond1tions: Condo Oe-i:onvers ion 

Ca lg.ary County 

Sldg T~e: Class B Multi-FamilyApartments 
Year Built'Age: Built 1963 

RSA: 11,112 SF 
• of Un;ts: 24 
Parcel No: -

GRM.'rnM: -
Sale Conditions; -

Calgary County 

Bldg Typ.e: Class C Multi-Fam ilyApartments 
Year Built'Age: Built 1951 

RBA: 21,J.52 SF 
Ii of Un:is: 20 
Parcel No: -

GRM/G~M: -
Sale Conditions: -

ClxJ)TtVhft,areC)OC"!:i'ar--"'-e-:jtoW!r"IC, ~ll'IC • 1C£2!lt:I 
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CAPITALIZATION RATE COM PARABLES ANAYSIS CHART 

Sale Date Sale Price 

LUB Net Income Suite No. 

No Addrea/Locatlon Area Age NI/Suite Site Size (Acre) P/Sulte Cap. Rate 

2516 17 Street SW Bankview August-19 $1,575,000 11 $143,182 4.32% 
Calgary M-C2 $68,040.00 0.19 

51 $6,185.45 

2 939 19 Awnue SW Bankview March-20 $5,150,000 28 $183,929 4.36% 
Calgary M-C2 $224,540.00 0.39 

57 $8,019.29 

3 1711 25Awnue SW Bankview January-18 $10,000,000 44 $227,273 4.25% 
Calgary M-C2 $425,000.00 0.54 

51 $9,659.09 

4 1617 26 Awnue SW South Calgary Nowmber-19 $2,850,000 14 $203,571 5.15% 
Calgary M-C2 $146,775.00 0.14 

58 $10,483.93 

5 1711 26 Awnue SW South Calgary March-20 $2,605,000 24 $108,542 6.90% 
Calgary M-C2 $179,745.00 0.25 

57 $7,489.38 

6 1728 26 Awnue SW Bankview August-18 $2,943,000 20 $147,150 4.90% 
Calgary M-C2 $144,207.00 0.30 

69 $7,210.35 

Subject 2315 15 Street SW Bankview M-CGd11f 
Calgary, Alberta $293,351 31 

$9,462.93 

The above chart outlines the relevant parameters of six capitalization rate comparables. 
The cap rates range from 4.25% to 6.90%. 

The net operating income of the subject property is $293,351, and there are 31 suites, 
resulting in the NOi per suite of $9,462.93. Indices 3 and 4 have a similar level of NOi per 
suite to the subject property. The subject property comprises large size two-bedroom suites; 
the NOi per suite should be higher than the comparables because they are all mixture of 
one-bedroom and two-bedrooms. Therefore, it is my opinion that a cap rate of 5.00% is 
warranted. 

I have also referred to the Colliers Q1 2020 Canadian Capitalization Rate report. As 
indicated, Calgary currently operates at rates ranging from 4.25% to 5.25% for low-rise 
multifamily. The above 5.00% cap rate is within the range and will be applied. 

MULTIFAMILY 

HIGH-RISE LOW-RISE TREND 

HIGH I.OW 

-4.00% 4.75% 4 .2 5%, •• 0 
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4. CAPITALIZED MARKET VALUE {STABILIZED) 

Income Approach Statement 
Apartment Building 

2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

Units Rental Rate Monthly Income Yearly 
2-bedroom 31 1,329 $41,200 $494,400 

Gross Rental Income 31 $15,948 $494,400 

Expense Recowry 31 $0.00 $0 

Gross Potential Income $494,400 

Less: Vacancy & Collection Loss 4.00% $19,776 

Effective Gross Income $474,624 

Operating Expenses % of EGI Per Unit monthly Monthly Yearly 

Utilites 9.80% $125.00 $3,875 $46,500 

Insurance 1.58% $20.16 $625 $7,500 

Property Tax 14.45% $184.34 $5,714 $68,573 

Management Fee 5.23% $66.67 $2,067 $24,800 

Maintenance and repair 5.88% $75.00 $2,325 $27,900 

Snow and garbage removal 1.26% $16.13 $500 $6,000 

Total Operating Expenses 38.19% $487.29 $15,106 $181,273 

NET OPERATING INCOME $293,351 

Capitalization Rate 5.00% 
MARKET VALUE $5,867,014 

ROUNDED $5,900,000 

PRICE/SQ.FT $190,322.58 

Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have 
formed the opinion that as of June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 
contained herein; the Value of the subject property under the Income Approach is: 

FIVE MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,900,000) 
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The purpose of this section is to opinionate the Dimunition (loss) in value because of a 
proposed new development to the east. The estimate of the loss is based on the capitalized 
value of the rental loss between a unit that has views (prior to construction) and a unit that does 
not have views (post construction - partial loss in views for subject). This is based on a paired 
sales analysis approach. A paired sales analysis is whereby we review a comparable rental 
property with a view and another comparable rental comp that does not have a view. The 
difference between the two monthly rates is the isolation of the "value of a view." When 
choosing the paired sales, it is essential to approach them as "all else equal," i.e. similar interior 
utility, unit size, etc. This is ensure that the difference between the two comparable sales, is the 
variable that we are trying to quantify, i.e. "value of a view." 

New Development 

A development permit application (DP2020-1504) for 2318 15 Street SW across the street has 
been submitted by Formed Alliance Architecture Studio on Marcxh 9, 2020. The development 
permit application is for a 5 storey, 66-unit apartment development including 67 vehicle stalls. 
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Subject Property 

The picture below outlines a typical views from the 2nd and 3rd floors. The proposed 
development would be constructed where the blue arrow is. The 2nd floor units would lose a 
substantial portion of their views, and the 3rd floor units would lose a partial view. 

Some of the units are more effected by the loss in views, although we estimate that on average 
there would be a 30% to 40% loss in view for units B201 - B206 & A204, A205, and a 20% to 
30% loss in views for units B301 to B306. 

Subject - City Views from 2nd Floor 
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Subject - City Views from 2nd Floor 
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Subject - City Views from 2nd Floor 
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Subject - City Views from 3rd Floor 
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Paired Sales 1 

1611 23 Avenue SW Mainstreet 
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Paired Sales 2 - Subject Property Active Rental Listing 

231515 St SW 

'.·Jc-n-smclcng 

$1350 2 cd 'i ba Lo-,gTerm 
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Paired Sales 3 

Solana 

28 -1813 25 Ave. SW 

'.10982 Cats t~ dogs negctiable 

Non-smoking Outdoor 

Condo $1250 S 1250 2 bd I ba soo ft
2 

Unfurnished 

f11(,,1~ri, ,W ~'A' 

,,, 
}· ~· 
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In summary, based on the above Paired Sales analysis comparables, the rental rate differential 
between a view and no view is $75 to $100 per month. Paired Sales 1 compared to the subject 
(Paired Sales 2) is $75 per month differential, and Index 3 compared to the subject (Paried 
Sales 2) is $100 per month. For the purposes of this analysis, $75 per month is considered a 
reasonable premium for a view versus no view. 

We have applied a range of 30% to 40% loss in view for units 8201 - 8206 & A204, A205, and 
20% to 30% loss in views for units 8301 to 8306. Calculations following: 

Market Rent Summary - Loss in Value 
Min % Value of Dlmunltlon Max % Dlmunltlon 
Loss in View Minimum Loss in Maximum 

Unit# Size Suite Tvue Contract Rent View View 
A101 1,429 Split levels $1,200 
A102 1,413 Solit levels $1,550 
A103 1,413 Split levels $1,350 
A104 1,411 Split levels $1,300 
A105 1,439 Solit levels $1,400 
A201 955 Single level $1,125 
A202 971 Single level $1,075 
A203 971 Single level $1 ,350 
A204 971 Single level $1,225 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
A205 990 Single level $1,150 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
A301 971 Single level $1,200 
A302 971 Single level $1,375 
A303 969 Single level $1,300 
A304 969 Simile level $1,185 
A305 974 Single level $1,250 
B101 1,429 Split levels $1,285 
B102 1,413 Solit levels $1 ,275 
B103 1,310 Single level $1,380 
B104 1,322 Single level $1,275 
B201 955 Sin1ile level $1,500 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B202 971 Single level $1,250 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B203 971 Single level $1,100 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B204 971 Single level $1,125 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B205 990 Single level $1,125 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B206 969 Single level $1,500 30% $75 $23 40% $30 
B301 969 Single level $1,050 20% $75 $15 30% $23 

B302 971 Single level $1 ,150 20% $75 $15 30% $23 
B303 971 Single level $1,500 20% $75 $15 30% $23 

B304 969 Single level $1,350 20% $75 $15 30% $23 

B305 969 Single level $1,070 20% $75 $15 30% $23 
B306 974 Single level $1 ,125 20% $75 $15 30% $23 
Total 33,938 $39,095 
Average 1,095 $1,261 

Value Loss Monthly $270 $375 
Value Loss Yearly $3,240 $4,500 
Capltallzation Rate 5% 5% 

Capitalized Loss In Value $64,800 $90,000 
ROUNDED $65,000 $90,000 

The Dimunition in Value is $65,000 to $90,000 based on the indicated range 
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4.8 RECONCILIATION 

RNAL ESTIMATE OF MARKET VAWE 
DIRECT COMPARISON APPROACH 
INCOME APPROACH 
COST APPROACH 
DIMUNITION IN VALUE 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF MARKET VALUE 

$5,700,000 
$5,900,000 

N/A 
$65,000 to $90,000 

$5,900,000 

In the Direct Comparison Approach, Market Value is estimated by comparing the subject property to 
similar properties that have been sold or for which offers to purchase have been made. A major 
premise of the Direct Comparison Approach is that the market value of a property is directly related 
to the prices of comparable, competitive properties. The DCA produced a value of $5,700,000. 

The Income Approach is based on economic analysis. Income producing real estate, such as retail 
development, is typically purchased as an investment. From the investor's point of view, earning 
power is the critical element affecting property value. An investor who purchases income producing 
real estate is essentially trading present dollars for the right to receive future dollars. In the 
application of the Income Approach, I applied the Direct Capitalization Technique. In this, I projected 
a one year stabilized cash flow stream based on market rents and expenses and used market 
vacancy and collections losses. I reconciled and applied an overall market derived capitalization 
rate, converting the Net Income into a Market Value of $5,900,000 rounded. 

The Direct Comparison Approach best reflects the thinking of owner/users, who considers not only 
the investment return but also the appreciation, the functionalities, the uses for the business etc. 
Since the subject property is an investment property by collecting the rent, our financial reconciliation 
will place weight on the Income Approach. 

Subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions contained herein, based on an inspection of the 
property and the research and analyses undertaken as at June 2, 2020, I have formed the opinion 
that the Market Value of the subject property is: 

FIVE MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,900,000) 

Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have formed 
the opinion that as at June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions contained 
herein, the subject property has a Diminution in Value of: 

SIXTY FIVE THOUSAND TO NINETY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($65,000 TO $90,000)* 

"The diminution marlret value of the subject property is based on a hypothetical condition that the building across the street Is 
100°/4 complete and the resulting loss of city view in some suites. 
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HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY 

The Canadian Uniform Standards of Appraisal Practice (CUSPAP) states that 3 years of 
transfer information must be provided on the subject property. 

The subject property was transferred as settlement of estate under a value of opinion at 
$9,742,000. 

4.8.1 REASONABLE EXPOSURE TIME: 3 TO 6 MONTHS 

Reasonable exposure time is the estimated length of time the property interest being appraised 
would have been offered on the market before the hypothetical consummation of a sale at 
Market Value on the effective date of the appraisal. It is always presumed to have preceded the 
effective date of the appraisal and is based upon the analysis of past events assuming a 
competitive and open market. 

Exposure time is different for various types of real property and under various market 
conditions. Researching recent investment activity and discussions with industry professionals, 
sellers and buyers in the market place suggest it would have taken 3 to 6 months for the subject 
property to have been exposed to the market place prior to the consummation of a sale 
transaction. 

The subject site would take 3 to 6 months to sell in the current market based on our opinion. 
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5.0 CERTIFICATION 
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief that: 

1) The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct; 
2) The reported analyses, opinions and conclusions are limited only by the reported 

assumptions and limiting conditions and are my impartial and unbiased professional 
analyses, opinions and conclusions; 

3) I have no past, present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this 
report and no personal and/or professional interest or conflict with respect to the parties 
involved with this assignment. 

4) I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the 
parties involved with this assignment; 

5) My engagement in and compensation is not contingent upon developing or reporting 
predetermined results, the amount of value estimate, a conclusion favouring the client, 
or the occurrence of a subsequent event. 

6) My analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been 
prepared in conformity with the CUSPAP. 

7) I have the knowledge and experience to complete this assignment competently, and 
where applicable this report is co-signed in compliance with CUSPAP; 

8) Except as herein disclosed, no one has provided significant professional assistance to 
the person(s) signing this report; 

9) As of the date of this report, the undersigned has fulfilled the requirements of the AIC's 
Continuing Professional Development Program; 

10) The undersigned is (are all) members in good standing of the Appraisal Institute of 
Canada. 

CO-SIGNING AIC APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: I directly supervised the appraiser who 
prepared this appraisal report and, having reviewed the report, agrees with the statements and 
conclusions of the appraiser, agree to be bound by the appraiser's certification and am taking 
full responsibility for the appraisal and the appraisal report. 

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION 

Address: 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

legal Description: Plan 9611681, Unit 1 to 31 

Based upon the data, analyses and conclusions contained herein, the market value of the 
interest in the property described. 

As of June 2, 2020 is estimated at: 

FIVE MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,900,000) 

As set out elsewhere in this report, this report is subject to certain assumptions and limiting 
conditions, the verification of which is outside the scope of this report. 
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Based on an inspection of the property and the research and analyses undertaken, we have 
formed the opinion that as at June 2, 2020, subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 
contained herein, the subject property has a Diminution in Value of: 

SIXTY FIVE THOUSAND TO NINETY THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($65,000 TO $90,000)* 

*The diminution market value of the subject property Is based on a hypothetical condition that the building across the street is 
100% complete and the resulting loss of city view in some suites. 

Respectfully submitted, 
WERNICK· OMURA INC. 

Jiabai Li, AIC Candidate, B.Sc, M.Sc 
Real Estate Appraiser 
Inspection Date: Did not inspect 
Effective Date: June 2, 2020 
RECA licensed 09/20 

Sanjit Sin -(P .App, MRICS 
Real Estate A 
Inspection: Ju-ne 4, 2020 
June 2, 2020 
RECA licensed 09/20 
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6.0 QUALIFICATION 

SANJIT SINGH ILC0111111. AACI. !' . App , 1\1 R JCS 

Senior Real Estate Appraiser/Expert Witness 

PROFILE 
I , n.J1111 111 t rr<-.ll•vr P1 l')J _ , li:-MI" ' , \lwluJt10 11 c<in..,,11,,nl h ,1c.ecl l>y o r1o;rltcMC'rJ I arr, 1ha1 hil¥C 
,1 '• ''I/ ~I ~,sn1f r.~'lnt t,•,1· ~ I or.i'i I 'f ~ Sin Lh ,• R iii fSl,'Ut •n t'!UStf}• ().1(tl l l'l(t (Ms-t ( 2 )-C,irs. S..1nj il 

,:; me 1,1re;,(:ert o' Werl'\1( Omur;; 5,ngh Inc pro-1,t11'lg 1eI,ao i!. LlrTI .ly ond ,n;,glnful ,alu;,t or s 
...rms sI , m 1n1~11, tt3. £!I ,1.1~5-t."~ 1,1nd, offl .c, r ~u..111. 1n,ct us.1,~,1 r-Iuru f.1 niff J • 01. 1~l rn.~ d0cl 

c<1u1pmcnt Sp0c1a lLyv,1luat ion s 1nctuc1c going conc ern Wih 1r1t ions, c,1rwashcs. gns s1a t1ons, l1q uo, 

stores. ancl sulJd1v1s1on devc lopm0m VVc hc.1vc lJOtl1 LocJ! ,incl N.Jttonc:t l clients 

l·l I G H L I G H TS 
r>res1cient of VVcrnick Omura Singh IncorporatIon 

Pres ident of App, J 1sal Ins titute of C,mada • Albe, t,1 (201 ~ - 20 I G) 

Appra,,,., I l11sutute uf Can.-.irla, IN l'HE lvitDIA, SANJI I SINCiH 

http://www.connectedtoeducation ca/ConnectorsN ideo aspx?pd=83 

Property Vc1 luc lncerv1ew • Commun icy of Bearspaw 
http://www you tube com/wacch?v=M2e3mvBF7v4 

I. E ' P E RI E. CE 

2006 - present 
Wl'rnkk Omuna Sin~h 

Appra1secJ an ex.tensive an d d iverse range o f res1dent1at a 11d co1Ti n1 erc1al propert ies. inc luding 

Ret ail, lnclu sl! 1al, Ofri Le; high 11se r esirJe1111,11 LOm lom1niu tJ:L,, apart rnenl t)l11lci1ngs, mixpr l use 

cleve lopmenrs. vacant !and hypothet ical vc1 luanon s v nd prop oseci 1mprovemenrs valuac,on of 
i ea l estate car 11dor s. right of ways. feas1bd1ty stud ies on se nior 's care (acil1ues, going concern 
V,11 U(l llOl l S cJII t'y'[) C'S 

Prov1clcd consu lt ing scrv1res to cl ients 111 Highcs1 c1ncl Bes1 Us0 Analysis, ta>:t1uon services. 

for t'closurC"S ,1nci 01:h c1 leg.11 m ancrs 

Exre11 w1 t nc.•ss Ill lega l fll r1 l te1S, a1h1[r (lllon r1pp1,11sal 0.>: f)l1nencc Wlill COUil il ppearrll lC C'S, 

including IPvsc.• rl1spu t0s c':1 1ld ioreclosurC' expcrl1se 

f •pcari r '5p("{"1Jlfy .1.~:;1unmi:-111s ("~r (1")()11m1n•, ".'It a 1 nrn:-.1,~r ~Hf'•. ~uh.t•v1~i">O ell :llf-1\. 
tr tttllh,! f rv:lu "•~ prop~:"ilQS.. lt:',l~ect f\'!'i?, ,~t su11plf" ,e~~ .1,ot(J ,nu-1t-5t "li)h.,()ltOll!,. ,lllfl 

feasil)1lr ty stu dies 

Uril1 zccl Discounted Ci!sh Flows (Presents Valu e- Analysis), Stahil17C~cl Cash Flow An~1 1ysis, Direct 

Comparison Approiich. Income Approach, Ground Rent Capiwhzac,on Subdivision 
Development Anc1lys1s 

Mark()l Resei11 ch. Fe:•us1bdilJ' SlucJ1cs 

Macl11ne1y and Equ1pmenc Vc1 luc1(ion 

Ru 1ld1ng Con cl1t 1on Roprn l5 

J> PR ,\IS AL O_,..,.R..,G"',"-'-':.,;..:.I""Z:.:.A__J:.J...QJ...;i 

Alberta Board of Directors 
Calgary Directors 
President Elect 
President, Appraisal Institute of Canada - Alberta 

Ovns1g!11 o f 8oar cl of D1r ec IOI~ (10) 

tmr lt:mcmarion of 511 ,11 c_,gic f"lan 

20 I o - Presc>nt 
20 10 2012 
1012 · 20 1,1 
2015 20 17 

Lo1J b1cd Govc1 ninenr bodies to bC?co r11e SWkl'ho ldcr s for Rr2<1 I Estate? Re lated Legis lat io n 

Alhe1 La, epresentarive LO lhe Nationa l Board of D1rec ro rs as observer 

National Communications Committee -Appraisal Institute of Canada 20 16 P, esent 
Co !l,1t1orc1 uon wi th Com rnitl('C' 1n 1nnovar1v1: 111c1 rl..:eung 1dc(1s 1rnpli:.1m enlCcl ll(ltionci l ly· 

D1recl 1npUl on 1ocill and nt1t 1onal 1nilic1uves 
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CALGARY SOUTHWEST RING ROAD, CALGARY, ALBERTA 

Client: Tsuu T'ina lnd i,1n Nauon (also reviewed by Provincial Government) 
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Summary: Va luation of Leased Fee Lands going through proposecl cor, 1clo1 fo, the Southwest Ring Road Stakeholde1 s includecl rsuu i'in;; 

Nmion and Provinci,1I Govcr11n1em 
Purpose: To Estimate Market Va lue ro, Negotiation and Mortgage Financ ing Purposes 

• ConsulLam r, orn 2006 -Present Most rec em ,1ppI a,sal was completecl in r,rst qua, te, 2012 The app, aisal was based on a variety of 

s.ce11~1 ios, incluUing a ca sl, rlow cmalys is ancl revenue 

MAIN STREET EQUITIES PORTFOLIO, CALGARY, EDMONTON, TORONTO, SASKATOON 
Client: M,1111 Street Equ,ues, C/0 Gob DI1111011 

Summary: 'vVe wer e respons1t)le for V'1Iuing the rni!J01 11 y of the t\,1 a1n SueeL Equi ties Cc1n,1 clic1n apartment Portfolio, with oversight or 
c1pprr11ser s in otl1er p1 ovinces 
Purpose: Marker Value for Annual Review to Shareholders 

• Con sullams r, 0111 2005 -20 I 0, lr1co111e App, mch aml Di rect Co11 1p,ai ison Approac l1 to value Val uation numlJers available publi cly, 

see link below w1tt1 refer ence 10 nur comrnny nnd /\pprc1 isers 111 ttw med1c1 

THREE SISTERS RESORT DEVELOPMENT, CAN MORE, ALBERTA 

Client: r, iceWat e, HouseCoopers LLI' (l'WC) & HSl:lC Garik. Canadd 

Summary: Va luulion of cl 1,400-ucrei ccr ci:it1ont1I rrnxcrJ use clevclopm C' nt. 

• Consultants r, o, n 2007 ro curie11t; and our f11m l1as been co11sulung w1rl1 P\IVC since 199,1, wrth 1ncl1viclual valua[1ons in excess o f 

100 111111,on cio ll ,11 (Three Sisre, s App• a,s,1I). Most recent vil lL1ar10 11s com plPtPd In 201 2. 111 il mult iwcle of fonnats, puI poses and 

scope 

SOLARA RESORT, CAN MORE, ALBERTA 

Cl ient: SR Canmo, e llesorts LI' 

Summary: Valuation o f a three building, .,1.1 u111t il[Jai unem condom,n,um reso, t prnJect w,111 ~0,000 squa, e feet of propose cl co,ninemal 

r1r ne111l1es space 

• 90• mi llion -d ollar vc1lua1ion 

DOMINION PLACE, CALGARY, ALBERTA 

Client: r, iv ate Mongage 1 ◄ o l der 

Summary: Va lue of a 121,000 square feet Class B offi ce spa ce in t he Beltl,ne D1sn ict of tl1e City of Calgary Higl1 vacilncy rates at time of 

vn luat1on, c.ornplet ecl t)oth ,1 Sf<llJil 11eri analys is and c1 rl1scoume<I u:isll flow r1nc7 !ys 1s 

• 30 million do llil r valualion 

CAMPUS SUITES PROJECT, CALGARY, ALBERTA 

Client: Campus Suites, l~;:,uonal Studern Housing Investor 

Summary: Va ill~ o f lwo mult,-rnar ket (Ca lg;;, y & Winnipeg) stu<len t I11.lus,ng pr owci, wiLll SOD I,ecls e;;ch, including 40,000 square feel o f 

n1C'dkal/office /1 est o:1ur an t spaces 

• 180 , 1111 llion-rloll,1 r v;:, luauon ($90 million fl"' bu1lrl1ng) 
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ERNICK O A SING 

.J::,HfUIAl'IA.-..:ft,o:JC. 
i ~~] ~J::!-t~ :l 
r • ~.'.1. ::ir,f,-,:.!i!'.: 

November I, 20 I 0 

Whom It II-lay Concilrn: 

Dear Sir: 

;;v-.: 1\,1\tf" '!.•,04·tl!.· 
Jti'llh\lll fi'•·t,S.Sll:l~., 
• : ... -:..( j>,u !,,.. 
~~,,s. :., · i ~en; 
ta~.i:a-, ·• 
t .&.:1:r'd, ! ! 
lty11,f1 

ERNICK OMURA SING 
RtAL [ "TAT[ VALUATION ANO ,\OVI SOR,• 

i3LG 
Borden Ladner GerYais 

Borden Ladner Gcrwis LLP ("DLG") is u N:uionlli Can11die11 low lim1, lllld I am a partner in lhc 
Calga • omcc. Lowye~ al 8LCi ha,·e O\'CT Lhc pnst ten years or so made regular use of the services of 
Wcmi k Omul':l 10 assist some of our clicms ,,i1h complex ~pprnis.,ls and lo .!,-ivc: c:xpcn c,~dcnc:c: in 
:ubi1ra1ion1, lllld Court oc1ioos. I h,,vc worked more p11t11cularly .... ; ,11 Tony Omura ll!ld S ,ajit Singh, 
lllld nt ull limes w11. fmprc:;si:d with their profi:s.~ionnl approach to their wort, the depth or their 
knowlcdg~. w1d lhc exlt:n!lh'e ,:,!Torts 1he. mru1e to <lnsurc lhAl ll1ey deHvcr o cood work product l do 
nol lu:sitatc: i11 ttt0mmending Wemkk Onmro as appraisers.. They will nol disappoinl. 

:::fL 
/ 
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I~ Paragon Capital 

June 10, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern 

Re: Wernick Omura - Real Estate Advisory 
Mr. Sanjit Singh, AACI, P.App. 

ERNICK OMURA SING 
R[AL [STATE VALUATION AND ADVISORY 

Paragon Capitol Co,por•Hco Ltd. 

1200. 101S 4111 s1r .. , SW 

Cal,Ja,y.llb!~• llR IJ,1 

(!) 40326JM46 

([)40J26lM45 

(!) paraganOparagonairp.c,a 

@lwww.p,nigcmcorp.ca 

Paragon Capital Corporation Ltd. is an equily Lender in the commercial, industrial, and 
conslruction sectors across Canada in lhe Western United Slates. Since its inception, the Paragon 
Group of Companies has loall€d more than $900 Million. My poslUon is lhal of Mortgage Associate 
and, since 2010, Chief Compliance Officer for the Exempt Marl<el Dealer and Investment Fund 
Manager subsidiary of the Paragon Group. 

Paragon has referred its clients and conlra.cled directly with Wernick Omura - Real Estate 
Advisory and worked directly with Mr. Sanpt Singh, AACI. P.App. Mr. Singh and his Associales 
have provided us with prolessional and Umely service. Their research ensu1es an appropriate 
product according lo our request and their effort always ensure an appraisal lhat is on time and on 
point. 

Thank you, Sanjit, and your team for your assistance in the last six years. We have enjoyed 
working with you and look forward to sharing many files in the future. 
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5 March 2013 

To Whom It May Concern 

0 1 
Financi,11 

RE : LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR MR. SANJIT SINGH 

It is with pleasure that I recommend San)lt Singh as a Real Estate Apprai ser 

As a licensed Mortgage Advisor I have made regular use or San_11t s services over the past seven 
years to assist my clients with therr appraisal needs 

San11t has provided appraisal reports for both res1dent1a l and commercial transactions often time 's 
1nvolv1ng complex assignments 

San11t nas al\• ay5 d1spla~•ed a high dE:ilrtt ot ,nlegnty ,espons, 11 and profcss,onahsm I have 
always bl!i!n Impress d wI h SanJII s detalled approach to his apprarsal wor~. pan,cularly ensuring he 
dehve~ an accurate and th0tou,1h report . whi e managing the exoectalions or me tho client and the 
mortgage lender 

Appraisals are completed In a t,mely manner and ru9h requests are accommodated when necessary 

I do not hesitate in recommending Sanjit Singh as an authorrzed Real Estate Appraiser for your 
company 

Please do not hesitate to contact me al 403 949 4129 should yo" require any further information 

Sincerely 

Candace Perllo Mortgage Advisor 
Countryside Financial Corporation 
l •.•• - : '-'" L•• .it C, . ., , .... .... . 1,;,, ;, • ~." ' • • 
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DLBH 

To Whom it May Concern 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Re: Sanjit Singh 

LAW 

CPC2020-0456 
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W t~\~s!~ ~~!l\it~~H 

ERNlCK OMURA SLNG 
Rf.AL ~STATE VALUATION A NO ADVISO RY 

Judy 0. Burke" - Partner 
•Denotes ProfessiomJI Go,poraUon 

Tel: (403) 252-9937 
Judy@dlbhlaw.com 

Assistant: Ashley A. France 
Ashley@dlbhlaw.com 

March 12, 2017 

Our law firm has retained Sanjit Singh to undertake appraisals for financing, foreclosures or 
other purposes. We have always been pleased with his services and in particular the 
timeliness of his service. I would recommend him without hesitation. 

Regards, 

DLBHLAW 

JUDY D. BURKE 
JDB/n~f 
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6.0 QUALIFICATION W ~t~J,~/\8A~~ ~~!Ai~,~ ~H 

Ch inook 
CR[DIT Ur-.:ION LTD 

VWR CAPITAL CORP 

EiJ Canada Trust 

servus --~.... Scotiabank 
credit union 

BMO e 
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I RBC 
Royal Bank 

HSBC ID 

Fl RST NATIONAL 

I • 

CANADIAN 
WESTERN 

BANK 
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7.0 ADDENDA 

CPC2020-0456 
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This Addenda contains information that supports the data, reasoning and analyses that were 
used in the Appraisal Process to develop the opinion of value and to report this Appraisal 
Report. 

7.1 CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ................................................................................................................... 73 

7.2 LAND USE BYLAW ........................................................................................................................... 76 

7.3 PICTURES OF THE SITE AND IMPROVEMENTS ........................................................................... 80 

7.4 DCA COMPARABLES ...................................................................................................................... 83 

7.5 CAP RATE COMPARABLES ............................................................................................................ 88 
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7.1 CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 
Unit 1: 

LAND TITLE CERTIFICATE 

s 
LINC 
0026 792 978 

SEIORT LEGAL 
9611681;1 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
CONDOMINIUM PL.~ 9611681 
UNIT 1 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1b 

TITLE NUMBER 
181 061 783 

AND 420 UNDIVIDED ONE TEN THOUSANDTH SHARES IN THE COMMON PROPERTY 
EXCEPTING THEREOOT ALL MIHES AND MINERALS 

ESTATE: FEE SIMPLE 
ATS REFERENCE: 5;1:24:8;NE 

MUNICIPALITY: CITY OF CALGARY 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 981 111 436 

REGISTERED DWNBR(S) 
REGISTRATION DATE (DMY) DOCUMENT TYPE VALOE 

181 061 783 20/03/2018 TRANSFER OF LAND 

OWNERS 

MICHAEL ANDREAS HOFER 
OF 31 DODGEROO GARDENS 
BYRON BAY 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
AUSTRALIA 2481 

ENCUMBRANCES, .LIENS & INTERESTS 

REGISTRATION 
NUMBER DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS 

821 107 055 17/06/1982 CAVEAl' 
CAVEAl'OR - THE CITY OF CALGARY . 

831 085 386 11/05/1983 UTILITY RIGHT OF WAY 
GRANTEE - THE CITY OF CJ>..LGARY . 
" THE W 3 METRES" 

841 128 389 27/07/1984 CAVEAT 
RE : EASEMENT 

( CONTINUED 
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ENCUMBRANCES, LIENS & INTERESTS 
PAGE 2 

CPC2020-0456 
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REGISTRATION # 181 0 61 783 
NUMBER DATE (D/M/Y) PARTICULARS 

CAVEATDR - ROGERS CABLE TV - ALBER'!A LIMITED. 

C/0 MCLAWS & CD 
600, 407-8 AVENOE SW 
CALGARY 
ALBERTA T2P1E6 
AGENT - GARY G COCHRANE 
"DATA UPDATED BY: CHANGE OF NAME NO 851143694" 

* .ADDITIONAL REGISTRATIONS MAY BE SHOWN ON THE CONDOMINIUM ADDITIONAL 
PLAN SHEET 

TOTAL INSTRUMENTS: 003 

THE REGISTRAR OF TITLES CERTIFIES THIS TD BE AN 
ACCURATE REPRODUCTION OF THE CERTIFICATE OF 
TITLE REPRESENTED HEREIN THIS 3 DAY OF JUNE, 
2020 AT 11:29 A.M. 

ORDER NUMBER: 39425670 

CUSTOMER FII.E NUMBER: 

*END OF CERTIFICATE* 

THIS ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED LAND TITLES PRODUCT IS INTENDED 
FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ORIGINAL PORCBASER, .AND NONE OTHER, 
SlJBJECT TO WHAT IS SET OUT IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW. 

THE ABOVE PROVISIONS DO NOT PROHIBIT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER FROM 
INCLUDING THIS UNMODIFIED PRODUCT IN ANY REPORT, OPINION, 
APPRAISAL DR OTHER ADVICE PREPARED BY THE ORIGINAL PCIRCBASER A5 
PART OF THE ORIGINAL PCIRCBASER APPLYING PRDFESSIOHAL, CONSULTING 
DR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIENT(S). 
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Condominium Additional Plan Sheet Certificate: 

~DHDOMINIUM ADDITIONAL PLAN SHEET CERTIFICATE 

SHORT LEGAL 9611681;CS 
( PURSUANT TO THE CONDOMINIUM PROPERTY REGULATION 

sa:eET NUMBER : 3 • 
NUMBER OF UNITS : 31 

DATED 13/08/1996 

CORPORATION NAME : THE OWNERS : CONDOMIHIUM PLAN NO. 9611681 
ADDRESS : SUITE 1720 840 7TB AVE S.W. 

CALGARY 

.ALBERTA T2P3G2 

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF REGISTRATIONS MADE AGAINST THE 
CONDCIMINIOM PLAN AND ANY REDIVISION THEREOF. 

REGISTRATION 
NUMBER DATE (D/M/Y} PARTICOLARS 

NO REGISTRATIONS 

TO'!AL INSTRUMENTS: 0 DO 

THE REGISTRAR OF TITLES CERTIFIES THIS TO BE .AN 
ACCURATE REPRODUCTION OF THE CONDOMINIUM 
ADDITIONAL PLAN SHEET REPRESENTED HEREIN THIS 
4 DAY OF JUNE, 2020 AT 10:49 A.M. 

ORDER NUMBER: 39435D31 

CUSTOMER FILE NUMBER: 

*END OF CERTIFICATE* 

THIS ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED LAND TITLES PRODUCT IS INTENDED 
FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ORIGINAL PORCBASER, AND NONE OTHER, 
SOBJECT TO WHAT IS SET OUT IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW. 

THE ABOVE PRCTnSIONS DO NOT PROHIBIT THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER FROM 
INCLODING THIS UNMODIFIED PRODUCT IN ANY REPORT, OPINION, 
.APPRAISAL OR OTHER ADVICE PREPARED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER AS 
PART OF THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER .APPLYING PROFESSIONAL, CONSIJLTING 
OR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIENT(S). 
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7.2 LAND USE BYLAW 
PART 6: MULTl-RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS 

Division 5: Multi-Residential -At Grade Housing {M-G) (M-Gd#) District 

Purpose 

605 The Multi-Residential - At Grade Housing District: 

Permitted Uses 

(a) is intended to apply to the ~12i1Jg~; 

(b) has Multi:Resjdentjal DeyeloRUlffil that will typically have higher numbers 
ofDweUjng Unjts and traffic generation than low density residential dwellings; 

{c) has Multi-Residential DevetoP-ment designed to provide all units with pedestrian 
direct access to g~; 

(d) has Multl-Resjdentjal QeyeloRJllW of low height and low ~ 

(e) is intended to be in close proximity or adjacent to low density residential 
development: 

(f) requires that Mujtj--Resjdenrjal Deyelof:lDWll achieves a minimum~ 

{g) provides fOf pecruitred use Mu1tj-Resjdentjal Devel2A™1 on small parcels: 

(h) provides outdoor space for social interaction; and 

(i) provides landscaping to complement the design of the~~ and to help 
screen and buffer elements of the~~ that may have impacts oo residents 
o.- nearby parcels 

BaGJs to Too 

606 The following~ are gennitted uses in the Multi-Residential -At Grade Housing District: 

(a) Accessocy Resjdential Building: 

(a.1) Home Based Child Care - Class 1; 

(b) Home occypatjon-Class 1-

(c) Multi--Besjdentjal Development - Mjnoc 

(d) Park: 

(e) Protectjye and Emecgw:lkY. Seryjce: 

(f) ,Sign Class A:and 

(g) dei'-eted 

(h) Utjjjtjes 

17P20:;r,,, 4P2012 
Back to Toe_ 

Discretionary Uses 
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607 The following~ are~ in the Multi-Residential -At Grade Housing District: 

(a) Addiction Treatment: 

(b) Assisted L Mog: 

(c) Community Entrance Feature: 

(d) Custodial Care: 

(e) Home Qccupatjon - Cf ass 2: 

(f) live Work Yoit 

(g) Multi-Residentfal Develoement 

(h) Place of Worship - Medjrnn· 

fi) Pl11ce ot Wor:sbip - sman ; 
U) Power Generation FacililY. - Small; 

(k) ResjdentiQI Care: 

(I) ,Sign - Class B-

(m) Sign-Class C: 

(n) ,Sign - Class Q: 

(o) ,Sign - Class E-

(p) Tempora!:Y. Residential Sales Centre; 

(p. 1) Urban Agr;jculture: and 

(q) .llliliSy_Bwlwog. 

33P201" 

Rules 

608 In addition to the rules in this District, afl ~ in this District must comply with: 

Density 

609 (1) 

(2) 

the General Rules for Multi-Residential Land Use Districts referenced in Part 6,. 
Division ·1 ; 

(b) 

(c) 

the Rules Governing All Districts referenced in ~ ; and 

the applicable Uses And Use Rules referenced in Part 4. 

The mintmum~for paa;e{s designated M-G District is 35 ~ per hectare. 

The maximum densitY.. for fB.rcels designated M-G District is 80 ~ per hectare. 

Back to Toi!, 
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(3) The maximum~}!. for parcels designated M-G District followed by the letter ~d" and a 
number indicated on the Land Use D1striet Maps: 

(a) is the number expressed in units per hectare; and 

(b) the number after the letter "d" must rmt be less than the minimum ~Y.: referenced 
in subsection ( ·1) or exceed the maximum~}!. referenced in subsection (2 ). 

aacttoioq 

Building Form 

610 (1) Building~ that contain a unit must contain at least three or more units. 

(2) Each unit must have a separate and direct pedestrian access to grade. 

(3) deleted 

7P20,1 

Setback Area 

611 The depth of all setback areas must be equal to the minimum ~g setback required in section 
fil2. 

BoektoToP._ 

Building Setbacks 

612 (1) Unless otherwise referenced in subsection (2), the minimum b..uikJ.i.ug setback from 
aP.,roP.,e&. llne shared with a ~ is 3 .0 metres. 

m The minimum .l2J..t.i.kiipg selback from a w~ shared wrth a~ for a~ 
orienred aw[ri-residendal building is zero metres. 

(3) The mrnimum .w.ukiiug setback from a WlJ/JI:!lY~ shared with a 1™ is l 2 metres 

(4) Unless other.Nise referenced in subsection (5}, the minimum bt1ilding setback from 
a!Jm~..lilJi: shared with another~ is I 2 metres. 

(5) The minimum 12uikiiDg se1JJack from a IJllJ/JI:!lY~ shared ·with another~ for 
astree1-odented nwfU-resjdentia( building, is zero metres, when the adjoining~ is 
designated as: 

(a) ...c.:.t:llorC-COBJ District; or 

(b) ~- fil, fil_ M:l:ll.. M:.t:12. M:t:l.l M:Al, or~ District. 

Baj 1PJort 

Landscaping 

613 All of the minimum required fandscaru:_d area must be provided at grade. 

Building Height 

614 The maximum l!Y.lk!1!1g heigf2l is 13.0 metres. 
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Amenity Space 

615 (1) 
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Unless otherw1se referenced in subsection ( 4), a ~Y., ~ , or patio must oot be 
located in any setback area. 

{2) Each UIJiJ. in a Mvlti-Resjdentjal Deyelopmew, and a Multi-Resjdentjal DeyeJopment -
fa1j,Qg[ must have an~~ 

(a) provided for the private use of the occupants of the Jmi!; 

(b) that has a minimum area of 7 5 square metres with no dimension tess than .2.0. 
~ : and 

(c) in the form of a ~x. -11, or /Jiilkl.. 
{3) Where a P.,atio is located within 4.0 metres of a~ or another P.:§.rcel, it must be screened. 

(4) A f2alQ may be located between a su;eer orienred multi-residential building, and 
a-am~~ shared with a ~ -
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7.3 PICTURES OF THE SITE AND IMPROVEMENTS 
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7.4 DCA COMPARABLES 
INDEX 1 

224114th St SW 
!:,ar!!ds1ane Manor 
Calg~. AB T2T 3T3 

Class C Apartments Building 24 Units of 23,720 SF Sold on 
2020--03-10 for S4.290.000 - Research Complete 

buyer 

Avenue Living Asset Management Ltd . 
.d.820 Richard Rd SW 
Calgal)'. AB T3E 6L1 
{403) 934-9363 

Centul)' West Manag,ement Inc. 
801 7th Ave SW 
Calgal)'. AB T2P 3P7 
!403) 206-2900 

lli131 di!!a 

Escro,.,,,;comrac,. -
Sale Daie: 2020--03-1 0 

pays on Market -
Excl>an1;w. No 

GonC.11on-s 
0 Eedrcom·. 241100% (0 + 0) 

1 Bedroom. 0 
2Bedrcom. 0 

3 Bedroom 0 
Other. 0 

La!!;: Ar@SF: 15,577 
Acr':'5 . 0.36 

$.'SF U!?d Gross $275.4l 
Year Euilt, Age: 1963 Age:57 

F-art ,r.g 3paces 14 
Parking Ratio : 0.58/Unit 

FAR 1.52 

Lot D-men.sians: 
Frontage: -

Comp ID 50935B4 

~ me expense data 

1st •Other lnstituti<.>nal Lender (Acquisition & Development, 2.7()%1 
Bal•'F'rnt S5,750,000 

Salo;; Price: 
Status: 

Building SF: 
Pric,;;.'SF: 

Pre F=a Cap Rate: 

Ac.ual Cap Race: 
PriceiUnit: 
lfo U~its: 

Down Pmnt: 
Pct Down: 

Doc No: 
Trans Tax: 

Comer. 
Zo-i':-;g: 

F'e•cent lmpro',led: 
S'.i'bm.a..rt.1:t 
Map P3ge: 

ParreNo: 

$4,290,000 
Full Value 

23,720 SF 
$1S.0.86 

S1711,75,() 
24 

so 

201049201 

No 

M-C2 

South Cenlral MF 

Pro,::o?'"IY Ti,<?e: Multi-Family 

listing Sroker 

CPC2020-0456 
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~Broller __________________ 
1 

03/0612020 
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INDEX 2 
93919th Ave SW 
Calg~. AB T2T □HS 

Class C Apartments Building 28 Units of ll,4-40 SF Sold on 
2020--03-10 for $5.150.000 - Research Com1>lete 

buyer 

Range-r Homes And Complex Land 
7101 Sth St SE 
Calg,ary. AB T2H 2G2 
f.4031 GaS-2733 

Elmar Realty 
93919Ave SW 
Calgary. AB T2T 6H2 
{403) 276-6038 

vilal dala 

E:scrowtContrac1: -
Sale Da1e: 2020-03-10 

Days on Maril~ 817 days 
Exci",3nge: No 

Conditions : 
D Bedroom: 

1 Bedroom: 

2 Bedroom: 
3 Bedroom.· 

Other 
La~.c Area SF: 

l<aes: 
S/SF Land Gross: 

Year Built, Age: 

Part .,,;i Spaces: 

Par1'ing Ratio: 

FAR 

1/4% (0 + 1) 
11139% 11 + 1) 
1&r57% j2 + 2) 
0 
0 
16,919 

0 .39 
$:304.40 
1963 A-ge: 57 

38 

1.36/Unit 

1.98 
Loi Dm el';!;ion s: -

Frontage: 

Comp ID: 5093549 

income expense da1a 

(3tg 

Sale Price: ~.150,00El 
Stalus: Confirmed 

Building SF: 33,440 SF 
Price,'SF: $154.01 

Pro Foona Cap Rate: -
AC!ual Cap Rate: 4.36% 

Price/Unit $183,929 

No Units: 28 
Down Pmnt: -

Pct Down: 

Doc No: 20 1049336 

Trans Tax: -
Comer: No 
Zoo~g: M-C2 

No Ten~ts: I 
Percent lmpro\-.,d: -

S'liC•marlle;: South Central MF 

Map Page: 

Paree: No: 
Prcpeny Ty.,e: Multi-Family 

CPC2020-0456 
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Listing Broker ___________________ 
1 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
3411 Utah Cres NW 
Cal~ry. AB T2N 4A9 
Mike Fleming, Phil Haugen 

Buyer Broe_._ r __ _ 

No Bu!(er Broker on Deal 

03/0612020 
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INDEX 3 
1711 25th Ave SW 
Hillcres.t Ria'QE 
Calga.,, AB TTI 1A2 

Class B Apartments Building 44 Units of 42,588 SF Sold on 
2111 8-01-17 for 510.000.000 -Research Compleb! 

Timberueek - First on Tenlh 
cJo Lucas Pasqu.ali 
123SW 10 Ave 
Calgary, AB T2R 0B8 
1403) 453-0720 

6S!i344 B.C. Ud. 
1650 Albemi St 
Vancouver, BC VGG 1B1 

lri131 data 

EscrowJComrac:r 
Sale Date: 2018-01-17 

Days on Mart.et 
E:.:~nge· 

Conci~ions: 
0 Bedroom. 

1 Bedroom 

2 Bedroom: 

3Sedroom 

Other 
Lane Alea SF: 

77 days 

No 

0 
2215()% 11 + 1 I 
22150% 12 + 1) 
(I 

(I 

Acres : -
$iSF l.ar,d &os.s: 

Year Built, Age: 

Part. "",I SP302s. 24 
Parking Ratio: Cl.55/U nit 

FAR • 
Lot D:mer.:siom: 

Frontage 

Co!llp ID 4114361 

income expense da1a 

Net Income Net O:>=-ratmg ,noorne 
- Ds;,1 Service 

- Capital Expenadure 
Cas.'1 Flow 

U25,000 

Sale Price: $1 O,OOCl,000 
Status: Confirmed 

6u~ding SF: 42,588 SF 

Pnoe,iSF: $23.4.81 
Pro Fomia Cap Rate: -

AciUal Cap Rate: 4.25~ 
Price/Unit: $227,273 

No Units: 44 
Down Pmnt: • 

Pct Down: 

Doc No: 181 023 633 +42 
Trans Tax: 

Coo-<& No 
Zct·:.r,g: • 

No Tenar11S: 
Pereent lmpro~d: • 

SUDm31i(er. South Central MF 
M;,pP39e: • 

P;i,rce' No: -

Pro~ Type: M1.1lti-Farnily 

Llsting Broker 

CBRE 
10180 101s1 St NW 
Edmonton. AB TSJ J.S4 
[780) 424-5.475 
Bradyn Anh, Bradley Gingerich 

CPC2020-0456 
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Buye; S_rc_k __ er ___________________ 
1 

CBRE 
10180 101st St NW 
Edmonton. AB TSJ 3S4 
1780) 424-5475 
Bradyn Arth, Bradley Gingerich 

03/0612020 
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INDEX 4 
1535 26th Ave SW 
Avesto 
Calg.IY. AB T2T 1C7 

Cl.sss C Apartments Building 20 Uni1s of 15,392 SF Sold on 
2019-05-13 for Sl.290.000 - Researeh Comp,leh! 

Astra Managl!ment 
3383rdStSW 
Cal~. AB T2P 5C5 
{403) 7'6-3559 

Ruprai, Pammi 

{403) S90-3400 

viialdata 

Escrow/'Comract 
Sale Date: 2019-05-13 

Days on Marl(e-t: 
Exci'lange: No 
Conollicns 

□ Bedroom· 

1 Bedroom: 
:1 Be-droom: 

3 Bedroooi· 
Other: 

LaooArEaSF: 

A<:re-s: 
SiSF Land Gross: 

\fear Built, Age: 

Parl(l!!Pil ~;i3ces: 
Parking Ratio: 

FAR 
Lot Dimer,sicns 

Frontage: 
Comp ID: 

0 
15175% 11 + 1) 
5/25% (2 + 1) 
0 
0 
12.480 
0.29 
$263.62 
1972 Age:47 
12 
0.60/Unit 

1.23 

5044680 

.... 

Sale Price: $3,290.000 
Sta1us: Full Value 

Building SF: 15,392 SF 

Prioe.'SF: $213.75 
Pre Fom,a Cap Rate: 

Actual Cap Rate: 

Price/Unit: $164,500 
NoUm5: 2(1 

Down Pmnt $0 
Pct Down: 0.0% 

Doc No: 191090142 
Trans Tax: 

Comer. No 
Zcn·orig: M-C2 

Percent lmpro~d: -

Sooman:et South Central MF 

Map Page: -

Paroei No: -
Property Type: Multi-Family 

CPC2020-0456 
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--- - -------------------.,..Listl-.- ng-c-. -B-~- r--------------------1 
income expense data ________________ -+--'-"------------------------

Buyer Broller 

man· 

03/DS/2020 
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INDEX 5 
1728 26th Ave SW 
8-a<lkview Mano~ 
Calga-y_ AB T.TT 1 CB 

Class C Apartments Building 20 Units of21,352 SF Sold on 
2018--08-16 for S2,943.000 - Research Complete 

buyer ___________________ _ 

1TT3626 Al~rta ltd 
10303 Jasper Aw NW 
Edmonton, AB T5.I 3N6 

vitaldat.i 

E~rnwiContram 
Sale Date: 2018--08-16 

Days on Market 99 days 
Ex&.ange·. No 

Conc1ions 
D Be-drcom: 

1 Be-drcorn 

2 Be<lrcom: 
3 Bedroom 

Other: 
1...3!1-..:i Are-3, SF : 

A-:r~: 
$/SF La,;d G~oss 

Year Built, Age: 
Park,r,g Spaces 

Parking Ratio: 
FAR 

Lot D-moer..s,ons: 
Frontage: 

Comp ID 

income expense 631:a 

manoog 

'13165% (1 + 1) 
7/35'11, (2 + 11(2 + 2) 
(I 

0 
13.06~ 
0.3 
$22521 
1951 Age : 67 
20 
1.00,'Unit 
1.63 

4462383 

Sale Price: 
StatUs: 

Building SF: 
Price!SF: 

Pre Fo;ma Cap Rate: 
Amual Cap Race: 

Price,Unit: 

lfo U~its.: 

Down Pnmt: 
Pct Down: 

$2,943,000 
Confirmed 

21,352 SF 
$137.83 

uo~ 
5147,150 
20 

Doc No: 1811719110 

Comer 
20":!<g: 

Pe 0cent lmpro...e-d: 
3~t,rr.a1ce't 

Map Page: 
ParCE! No: 

Pro oe-rty T 'r'pe: 

I Llsllng Brok£;r 

18tU19110 

No 

M-C2 

South Central MF 

Mulli--Famil!I 

BlackstoOI! Commercial Real Esti!le Services 
9705 Horton Rd SW 
Calg,try, AB T2V 2)(5 
[403) 214-2344 
u rant Potter 

r Broker 

Blackstone Commercial Real Estale Services 
!HOS Horton Rd SW 
Calg:ary, AB T2V 2X5 
{403) 21.4-2344 
Grant Potter 
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7.5 CAP RATE COMPARABLES 
INDEX 1 

251617th St SW 
Calg~. A.B T2T ~S8 

Class C Apartments Building 11 Units of 8,346 SF Sold on 
2019-11--08 for 51.S7S.OOO - Research Complete 

bl.l)'l!r 

Kolaczek. Andrew 
5 Ric.hard Way 
Calgary, AB T3E 7M8 
/40-ll 685-2733 

seller 

di Frassinento, Rob«to 
93919 Ave 
Calgary.AB 
{403) 561-8932 

maldal.ill 

t) ~-.. ~-~.~>-
~-
I 

CPC2020-0456 
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---------------------------------------------1 
Escrow.' Contracl: • 

Sale Da~e 20181-11--011 
Days on M.:.ri;.E-1: 4l8 days 

Excr..ange: No 
ConC~tions: 
0 Bedroom: 0 
1 B~rcom 7/6-4¾ (1 + 1) 
2 Bedroom: 4/3~ (2 f-1) 
3 Bedroom: 0 

Other 0 
Lan-d A.<-,,a SF: S,242 

Aa<:s 0.19 
$.'SF Land Gtoss $191 .10 

Y. ear e u1lt, Jl..ge: 1969 Age : S<J 
P3rt~~~ S:ria.ce-s·. 8 

Parking Ratio: 0.73/Unit 
FAR 1.01 

Lot D .mern;ions: 

Frontage: -
Comp ID 4!1<50475 

Sale Price: 51 ,575,0(10 
Status: Conlirm4!1l 

Building SF: 8,346 SF 
Pric,e,.'SF: $1811.71 

Pre Fcnna Cap Rate: 4.92¾ 
Ae1ual Cap Rate: 4..32~ 

Price.rUnit: $143,182 

No U-~its: 11 
Downf>mm: S2l6,2!'i0 

Pct Down: 15.0'A 
Doc No: 191228724 

Trans Tax: -
Comer. 
Zm•.ng: 

Pet~nt lmpro11ed: 
S•J1>rn.aot1:t 

No 

t.l-C2 

South Central MF 

Map Page: • 
Paroei No: -

Propeny Type: Mu Iii-Family 

irn:omE-expe_n_s_e_oat.a __________________ Ls_ i....;ng .... B_ro_ ker ___________________ _ 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
3411 Utah Cres NW 
Calgary, AB T2N 4A9 
Mike Fleming, Phil Hauge-n 

Buyer Brorller --------------------, 

fi OOllll-'-,--=------------------~ 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
3411 Utah Cres NW 
Calgary, AB T2N 4A9 
Mike Fhiming, Phil Hauge-n 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

0210612020 
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INDEX 2 
93919th Ave SW 
Calg.yy, AB T2T OHB 

Class C Apartments Building 28 Units of33,440 SF Sold on 
2020--03-10 for 55.150.000 - Research Comple~ 

buyer 

Ranger Home-s And Complex Land 
7101 5th St SE 
Calg.iry, AB T2H 2G2 
f403i 685-2733 

Elmar- Really 
93919 Ave SW 
Calg4')', AB T2T 6H2 
j403) 27~038 

uital data 

Escrow.1Contract -
Sale Dale: 2020--03-10 

Days on P,kirket 817 days 
Exci\3nge: No 

Cenci.lions 

D Be-droom 114'1!. (0 + 1) 
1 Bedroom: 111'39% (1 + 1) 

2 Bedroom: 1 1,157% (2 + 2) 
3 Bedroom- 0 

Other: 0 
Land A~aSF: 16,919 

Acr'?S: 0.39 
$.'SF Land G.-'oss: $304.40 

Year Built, Age-: 1963 Age: 57 
ParkJ!19 Spaces: 38 

Par1':ing Ratio: 1.36/Unit 

FAR 1.98 
Lot 0-.-ne!",sions 

Front.age: 

Comp ID: 5093549 

income expense dati 

Sale Price-: $5,150,000 
Stan.Js: 

Building SF: 
Price1SF: 

Pro Femia Cap Rate: 

Acrual Cap Rate: 
PriceQlnit 

No Ur.its: 
Down Pmnt: 

Confirmed 
33,440 SF 
$154,01 

4-36~ 
$183,929 
28 

Pct Down: -
Doc No: 201049336 

Trans Tax: -
Comer. No 

Zoo:,,g: M.C2 
No Tenar>IS: 1 

Percent lmpro'IE-d: -

Slib11'.a.rilet South Cen!Jal MF 

Map Page: -

Paroe1 No: 

Property Tr,:,e: Multi-Family 

l<stlng Brok.er 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
l411 Utah Cres NW 
Calgary. AB T2N 4A9 
Mike Fleming. Phil Haugen 

auyer Broker 

No Bu~er Broker on Deal 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1b 
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INDEX 3 
1711 25th Ave SW 
Hillcres1 Ri<11r-
Calg..y. AB T2T 1 A2 

Class B Apartments Building 44 Units of '12,588 SF Sold on 
201B--01-17 for 510,000.000 - Research Complete 

buyer 

Timbefe1eek- First on Tenth 
c-Jo Luc.as Pasq,uali 
123SW 1D Ave 
Calg.il'f. AB T2R 088 
{403) 453-0720 

selel-

655344 B.C. Ud. 
tSSO AR:iemi St 
Vancower, BC V6G tB1 

vitll data 

Escrow.rContra~; -
Sale Oa1e: 2018-01-17 

Days an Market; 

Exch3nge· 

Cond,1ions: 

□ Bedroom· 
1 Bedroom: 
2 Bedroom 
3 Bedroom: 

Other: 

L.aoo Area s F: 

TT days 

No 

0 
22!50% (1 + 1) 
22150% (2 + 1) 
0 
0 

Acres: -
!-'SF J..ar,d G.'oss 

Year Built. Age: 

Park:r,g Spaces: 24 
Parking Ratio : 0.551\..lnit 

FAR -
Lot Dmensions: 

Frontage: 

Comp ID: 4114361 

---

Sale Price: 
Status: 

Building SF: 

PricefSF: 

$10.000,000 
Confirmed 

42,588 SF 

5234.Bt 

Pro Femia Cap Rate: -

Ac.1Ual Cap Rate: 4.2S'lli 

Price/Unit: 5227,273 

NoUoil!.: 44 
Down P,nnt: -

f'ctDown: -

Doc No: 181023633 +-42 
Trans Tax: 

Comer. No 
ZO'i°rlg: -

No Tena!!IS: 
Percent lmprow,,d: 

Soom.net South Central MF 
Map Page: -

Parcel No: -
Prc-;:,erty T~: Multi-Family 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1 b 

lnoo __ me_ e-xpe __ nse __ da_ ta ________________ -!'~ijng Bro_ker ____________________ , 

Nef Income 

man~ 

Ne! Op,e,amg lncorm, 
- Ci-eot SeNi~ 

- Capibl Expeno':1ure 

Cas!i Flow 

S,,125,000 

-----------------------, 

CBRE 
10180 101st St NW 
Edmonton. AB TSJ lS4 
t780) 424~75 
Bradyn Anh, B1;adley Gingerich 

&lyeJ BrNer 

CBRE 
t0180 101st Sl NW 
Edmonton. AB TSJ 3S4 
j780] 424-5.475 
Bradyn Arth, Bradley Gingerich 

File No. 10120246, 2315 15 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

02106/2020 
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INDEX4 
1617 26th Ave SW 
Calgary. AB T2T 1C7 

Class C Apartments Building 8 Units of t0.419 SF Sold on 
2019--03-11 for S2.850.000 · Research Complete 

buyer 

Kaiser Investment 
cJo H William Kujat 
626 Riverdale Ave SW 
Cali,ary. AB 

Kolaczek, Andrew 
5 Richard Way 
Calpy. AB T3E 7M8 
f4031 6115-2733 

vi1ald;na 

Escrow.<Contract -
Sale Date: 2019-03-11 

Days on Mar1c£-t: 

Excnange: 
Cond~icns: 

□ Bedroom· 

1 Bedroom: 
2 Be-droom: 
3 Bedroom: 

Other: 

Laoo' Aff:a SF: 

Acres: 
~/SF lar1d Gross: 

'r'!!ar Built, Age: 

Part~ Spaoes: 
Paricing Ratio: 

FAR 
lot D1Tler-s icns: 

109 days 

No 
Condo De~onver5ion 

0 

7/50"- (1 + 1) 
7/50'11, (2 + 1) 

0 
D 
6,242 
0.14 
S456.57 
1962 Age : 57 
8 
0.57/Unit 

1.67 

Frontage: • 

Comp ID: 4748857 

income expense dat:J 

manM(! 

Sale Price: $2.850.000 
Status: Confirmed 

Building SF: 10,419 SF 

Prire/SF: 5273.54 

Pro Fomia Cap Rate: • 

Aciual Cap :Rate: 
Price_i'\Jnit: 

No Uni!S: 
GRM: 

Down Pmnt: 

Pct Down: 

5.15'!,1, 

$203,571 
e 
13.88 

Doc No: 191048710 
Trans Tax: • 

Comer. No 

Zooi!g: M-C2 

Percent lmpro~d: 

S\JbmYket South Ce-ntral MF 

M.-p Page: -
Paree-' No: 

Pro;,,e,rty T~e: Multi-Family 

I..JStlng SR>ker 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
3411 U~h Cres NW 
Calg.ary, AB T2N 4A!I 
Mike Fleming, Phil Haugen 

Buyer BroMr 

Mike Fleming Realty Corporation 
3411 Utah Cres NW 
Calgary, AB T2N 4A9 
Mike Fleming, Phil Haugen 

cac:i~gntedrepocl.cer~toW£rnctc.,-.u.r.1Inc..· 1C!~il:S 

File No. 10120246, 231515 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1 b 

0210612020 
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INDEX 5 
1711 26th Ave SW 
Calgacy AB T.2T 1 CQ 

Cl.ass B Apartments Building 2.4 Units of 11,112 SF Sold on 
2020~3-25 for $2.605.000 - Research Complete 

buyer 

Mainstreet Equity Corp 
305S£10Ave 
CalQ'i31)'. AB T2G OW2 
(4031 215-6060 

MorTi5()n, D.avid 
113 Tar.act.ale Clo-s NE 
Calg..ary. AB T3J 3E6 
f.4031 366-285-t 

vitaf data 

E-scrnw.'Contraci: 21 days 
Sale Dale: 2020~3-25 

Days on Market -

E:.:chanae: No 
Conort,ons 

D Bedroom-. 0 
1 Bedroom: 24J100¾(1 +O) 
2Bedroom: 0 
3 S.edroom· 0 

Other: 0 
Laoo Area SF: 10,990 

Acres: 0.25 
.$1SF Lar,d Gl"os.s $23i..21 

Year Built, Age: 1963 Age: 57 
Park!l".g Spaces. 111 

Parking Ratio : 0.42/Unit 
FAR 1.()2 

Lot Dimem ions: -

Frontage: -

Comp ID: 5115682 

income expense dati 

Netlnoome 

mancr,g 

Net Op.,;rt.,,g !nrorn e 
- Dait Ser,,ice 

- Capital fapenlirture 
C;.y;FJow 

5179,745 

-----------------------. 

Sale Price: $2.605,DOO 
Status: Confirmed 

Building SF: 11 ,112 SF 

Price/SF: $234.43 

Pro Famia Cap Rate: • 
Ae1ual Cap Rate: 6.90% 

Prica/Unit: $·108-,5-42 

No U1?its: 2A 
Down P>t,nt: -

PctDown: -

Doc No: 201060209 
Trans Tax: -

Comer. No 
Zoo1ig: M--C2 

Percent lmpro...e-d: -
Subrnartet South Ce-nttal MF 

Map Page: -
Paroi:i No: -

Propeny T)OPe: Mu !ti-Family 

Avison Young 
585 3th Ave SW 
Calij.ary, AB T2P 1G1 
\.403) 262-3082 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1 b 

Mason Thompson. Haig Basmadji,m, David MacKenzie 

No Buyer BrokEer on Deal 

02/0612020 
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INDEX 6 
1728 26th Ave SW 
~kv1ew Mano, 
Calgary AB T2T 1 CB 

Class C Apartments Building 20 Units of21,352 SF Sold on 
201 B-08-16 for $2.943.000 - Research Com~lete 

buyer 

1773626 Alberta Ltd 
10303 Jasper Avec NW 
Edmonton, AB T5.I JN6 

vi1al data 

Escrow.'Contract 
Sale Dale: 

Days Oil Mark~t 
Ex&.ange: 

Ccncf.1ions 
0 ile-clroom 
1 Bedroom-
2 Bedroom: 

3 Bedroom· 

Ocher: 
Land /J,r.,aSF: 

Acre-s: 
$.'SF bnd Grnss : 

Year Built, Age: 

Parkl!l':I Spaces: 
Paricing Ratio : 

FAR 
Lot Dmensions : 

2018-08-16 
99 days 
No 

0 
13/65% (1 + 1) 

7135'% (2 + 1)(2 + 2) 

0 
0 
13,06!1 

0.3 
$225.21 
1951 Age: 67 

20 
1.00/Unit 

1-63 

Front.age: -

Comp ID: 4462383 

mcome exp,m_se_dati ________________ _ 

Sale Price: 
SU!Us: 

Building SF: 
Prioe/SF: 

Pro Fom1a Cap Rate: 

Actual Cap Rate.: 

Price!Unit: 

No Ur.its: 

$2,943.000 
Confirmed 

21,352 SF 
$137.83 

4.90'% 
$147.1!)0 

20 

Down Pmnt: -

Pct Down: 

Doc No: 

Trans Tax: 

Goer-er. 
ZO!i~.g: 

Percem lmpro•F--li: 

S>l'om.¥.iiet 

MapP~e: 
Par~No: 

Prc;:,;;,-iy Type: 

usttng Broke-r 

181171980 
181171980 

No 

M-C2 

South Central MF 

Multi-Family 

Blackston!! Commercial Real Estale Servii:es 
9705 Horton Rd SW 
Calgary, AB T2V 2X5 
{403) 214-2344 
Grant Potter 

Buyei- Broker 

Blackstone Commercial Real Estate Services 
9705 Horton Rd SW 
Calgary. AB T2V 2X5 
(403) 214-2344 
Grant Potter 

C-a>:,nghtro ~ L~~.~ ~ Wemcs o-.u13 fnc - 1[iE:0.3 :' 

File No. 10120246, 231515 Street SW, Calgary, Alberta 

CPC2020-0456 
Letter 1 b 
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